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Abstract

Vanderlande is developing a new sorter technology, the AGV-Sorter, in which multiple automated
guided vehicles (AGVs) will replace the conventional conveyor belts and sort the parcels instead.
Basically, an AGV will drive over the zones of a grid to collect and deliver parcels. In order to
meet the throughput demands, the AGV density will be rather high; up to 20 % of the system’s
drivable zones will be occupied by AGVs. As a result, a major challenge of the large and dense
AGV-Sorter system is to design a strategy to handle deadlock, without compromising on the
system’s throughput. A deadlock is a situation in which several AGVs cannot move, because the
next zone of each AGV is the last reserved zone of an other AGV. Because it is the last reserved
zone, the other AGV cannot release the zone before it has reserved its next zone, which in turn is
not available, etcetera.

The proposed method to handle deadlocks is deadlock avoidance. This centralized zone-control
method dynamically allocates zones to AGVs only if this does not lead to a deadlock. Three
deadlock avoidance algorithms have been devised. The first algorithm is the mono-cycle (1C)
deadlock avoidance algorithm, as proposed by Moorthy [1]. When this algorithm is implemented,
an AGV can be prohibited from reserving its next zone even though that zone is available, since
otherwise a mono-cycle deadlock would occur. This may lead to the emergence of a multi-cycle
(KAC, where KA > 1) deadlock. So, by avoiding one type of deadlock, a new deadlock type arises.
Therefore, the algorithm is adapted so that it can avoid multi-cycle deadlocks as well. Similarly, by
avoiding multi-cycle deadlocks, two-cycle deadlocks that are inevitable already a number of AGV
movements before they occur can still arise. Therefore, the third algorithm is the multi-cycle,
inevitable two-cycle (KAC + I2C) deadlock avoidance algorithm, which can avoid up to KA-cycle
deadlocks that occur immediately after reserving a zone, and up to two-cycle deadlocks that will
occur eventually after reserving a zone. Because the deadlock avoidance algorithm cannot avoid
all deadlock, additionally a deadlock detection algorithm is implemented. The deadlock detection
algorithm can detect all type of deadlocks that could not be avoided; i.e., up to (KA + 1)-cycle
deadlocks and up to inevitable three-cycle deadlocks.

In general, the time to deadlock increases as the complexity of the deadlock avoidance algorithm
increases. Algorithm 1C and KAC are maximally permissive. Algorithm KAC + I2C slightly
compromises on the throughput; the drop lays below 1% for the tested layouts. However, the
performance is limited when the k-th (k ≤ KA) next zone of an AGV is unknown, and the
deadlock avoidance algorithm must be terminated before it is determined whether or not a deadlock
would occur. Therefore, we distinguish two variants: the restrictive variant (R), which prohibits
the reservation, and the permissive variant (P ), which allows the reservation. The restrictive
variant compromises on the throughput a little (between 3 and 6 % for the tested layouts), while
the permissive variant compromises on the time to deadlock considerably. Therefore, the main
recommendation is to ensure that each AGV always has a path that contains KA + 1 zones for
the algorithms to work optimal. Furthermore, only a fair comparison can be made between the
performance of the algorithms when a deadlock recovery algorithm has been implemented, so that
simulations do not have to be terminated when a deadlock has been detected. Then the actual
throughput can be calculated.
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Samenvatting

Vanderlande is een nieuwe sorteer technologie aan het ontwikkelen, de ‘AGV-Sorter’, waarin meer-
dere autonome voertuigen (AGVs) de lopende banden zullen vervangen en in plaats daarvan de
pakket sorteren. AGVs zullen over de zones van een raster rijden om pakken op te halen en te
bezorgen. Om de vereiste throughput (doorvoer) te kunnen halen, zal de dichtheid AGVs hoog
zijn; tot 20 % van de berijdbare zones van het systeem zal bezet zijn met AGVs. Daardoor is een
grote uitdaging van het grote AGV sorteer systeem om een strategie te bedenken om deadlock
te hanteren, zonder dat de throughput van het systeem daar onder leidt. Een deadlock is een
situatie waarin een aantal AGVs niet kan bewegen, omdat de volgende zone van elke AGV de
laatst gereserveerde zone van een andere AGV is. Doordat het de laatst gereserveerde zone is, kan
die andere AGV de zone niet vrijgeven voordat het zijn volgende zone heeft gereserveerd, welke
wederom niet beschikbaar is, etcetera.

De geopperde methode om deadlock te hanteren is deadlock avoidance (ontwijking). Deze centrale,
zone-gebaseerde methode alloceert zones dynamisch aan AGVs, enkel wanneer dit niet tot deadlock
leidt. Drie deadlock avoidance algoritmes zijn ontwikkeld. Het eerste algoritme is de mono-cycle
(1C) deadlock avoidance algoritme, zoals bedacht door Moorthy [1]. Wanneer dit algoritme is
gëımplementeerd, kan het een AGV verboden worden zijn volgende zone te reserveren, ook al
is deze beschikbaar, omdat anders een mono-cycle deadlock zou ontstaan. Dit kan leiden tot
het ontstaan van een multi-cycle (KAC, waar KA > 1) deadlock. Dus, door één type deadlock
te voorkomen, ontstaat een ander type deadlock. Daarom is het algoritme aangepast, zodat
het ook multi-cycle deadlocks kan voorkomen. Op dezelfde wijze, door multi-cycle deadlocks te
voorkomen, kunnen twee-cycle deadlocks ontstaan die al een aantal AGV bewegingen voordat
ze ontstaan onvermijdelijk zijn. Daarom is het derde algoritme de multi-cycle, onvermijdelijke
twee-cycle (KAC + I2C) deadlock avoidance algoritme, welke tot KA-cycle deadlocks die meteen
ontstaan nadat een zone is gereserveerd, en tot twee-cycle deadlocks die uiteindelijk ontstaan
nadat is zone is gereserveerd, kan vermijden. Omdat het deadlock avoidance algoritme niet alle
deadlocks kan voorkomen, is aanvullend een deadlock detectie algoritme gëımplementeerd. Het
deadlock detectie algoritme kan alle type deadlocks dat niet kon worden voorkomen, detecteren;
i.e., tot (KA + 1)-cycle deadlocks en tot onvermijdelijke drie-cycle deadlocks.

In het algemeen neemt de tijd tot deadlock toe als de complexiteit van het deadlock avoidance
algoritme toeneemt. Algoritme 1C en KAC zijn maximaal toelaatbaar. Algoritme KAC + I2C
levert ietwat in betreft de throughput; het verschil is minder dan 1 % voor de geteste layouts.
Hoewel, de prestatie is gelimiteerd wanneer de k-th (k ≤ KA) volgende zone van een AGV onbek-
end is, en het deadlock avoidance algoritme moet worden beëindigd voordat het bepaald heeft of
een deadlock zou ontstaan. Daarom worden twee varianten onderscheiden: de beperkende variant,
welke de reservering verbiedt, en de toelaatbare variant, welke de reservering toestaat. Daarom
is de belangrijkste aanbeveling om te verzekeren dat elk pad altijd KA + 1 zones bevat zodat
de algoritmes optimaal werken. Bovendien kan een eerlijke vergelijking tussen de prestaties van
de algoritmes enkel worden gemaakt wanneer een deadlock herstel algoritme is gëımplementeerd,
zodat simulaties niet hoeven te worden beëindigd wanneer een deadlock is gedetecteerd. Dan kan
de daadwerkelijke throughput berekend worden.
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Glossary

Term Definition

Adjacency matrix Matrix that represents the wait-for graph.
AGV Automated guided vehicle.
- Blocked The next zone of the AGV is the occupied.
- Non-blocked The next zone of the AGV is the empty.
- Involved Blocked AGV that is part of a deadlock.
- Prohibited Non-blocked AGV that is part of a deadlock.
- Connected Blocked AGV that is not part of, but (indirectly) connects to a

deadlock.
AGV density The number of AGVs divided by the number of drivable zones, times

100 %.
Circular wait AGVs form a circular chain, such that each AGV waits for a zone

that is held by the next AGV in the chain.
Closed cycle Cycle in which and all empty zones (if any) occur more than once.
Congestion State of being overfilled or overcrowded.
Considered AGV AGV for which the deadlock avoidance algorithm is called.
Corrected throughput Throughput computed when the simulation end time for a run is

equal for all deadlock avoidance algorithms.
Dense Crowded; up to 20 % of the drivable zones may be occupied by

AGVs.
Dependency matrix Matrix that represents the modified wait-for graph.
Destination Final zone of an AGV’s path, either a pick-up or a drop-off location.
Deadlock Situation in which several AGVs cannot move, because the next

zone of each AGV is the last reserved zone of an other AGV.
Deadlock Avoidance Deadlocks are excluded during operation, by dynamically allocating

zones to AGVs if this does not result in a deadlock.
Deadlock Prevention Deadlocks are excluded before operation, at path computation.
Deadlock tail Chain of connected AGVs.
Drivable zone Zone that has a path to it and from it and can thus be traversed.
Drop-off location Zone where a job needs to be delivered.
Flexibility Applicability to different system layouts.
Inevitable deadlock Deadlock that is inevitable already a number of AGV movements

before it occurs.
Job Parcel to be transported from a pick-up to a drop-off location.
Modified circular wait AGVs form a circular chain, such that each AGV (indirectly) waits

for a zone that is held by the next AGV in the chain.
Modified wait-for graph Directed graph that indicates if an AGV is (indirectly) blocked by

another AGV.
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Term Definition

Mono-cycle deadlock Deadlock situation in which the circular wait condition is valid.
Multi-cycle deadlock Deadlock situation in which the modified circular wait condition is

valid, and the cycle is closed.
Next zone First next zone of an AGV’s path that is currently not reserved, i.e.

the zone succeeding an AGV’s last reserved zone.
Next zone to reserve Zone succeeding the zone to reserve.
Permissive variant When it cannot be predicted if a deadlock would arise, since the

next zone of a checked AGV is empty, the reservation is allowed.
Path Sequence of zones that needs to be traversed by an AGV.
Path planning Selecting a path.
Pick-up location Zone where a job needs to be collected.
Reserved zone A zone reserved by an AGV.
Restrictive variant When it cannot be predicted if a deadlock would arise, since the

next zone of a checked AGV is empty, the reservation is prohibited.
Robustness Ability to handle unexpected events.
Scalability Applicability to a large and dense system containing up to 10,000

zones and 100 to 1,000 AGVs.
Scheduling Selecting of a trajectory.
Snake AGVs form a chain, such that each AGV waits for the zone that is

held by the next AGV in the chain, except for the AGV at the head
of the chain.

Source First zone of an AGV’s path, either a pick-up or a drop-off location.
Speed Scalar representation of how fast the AGV is moving per time in-

stance.
Throughput Number of jobs delivered per time instance.
Traffic control Set of rules to ensure that planned paths are executed free of colli-

sion, deadlock and livelock.
Wait-for graph Directed graph that indicates if an AGV is blocked by another AGV.
Zone Grid element.
- Empty Zone that is not the last reserved zone of an AGV.
- Occupied Zone that is the last reserved zone of an AGV.
Zone to reserve Next zone of the considered AGV.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the parcel industry, it is becoming increasingly difficult to meet the market demands. Digitally
connected customers are looking for the lowest prices and best service when ordering, receiving and
returning products. Meanwhile, they desire shorter order lead times, higher delivery frequencies,
and a wider selection of products. In addition, the reliability is crucial: delays have become
unacceptable. This calls for the most cost-effective parcel handling systems with the highest
available performance.

Vanderlande provides in such systems. It is the global market leader for value-added logistic
process automation at airports, warehouses, and in the parcel market. Established in 1949, Van-
derlande has more than 5,500 employees at diverse locations on every continent and a consistently
increasing turnover of 1.4 billion euros. The company focuses on the optimisation of its customers’
business processes. Through close cooperation, it strives for the improvement of their operational
activities and the expansion of their logistical achievements. Vanderlande’s extensive portfolio
of integrated solutions - innovative systems, intelligent software and life-cycle services - results
in the realisation of fast, reliable and efficient automation technology. The process automation
in the parcel market ranges from goods receiving and screening, through to sortation and ship-
ping. Every day, Vanderlande’s systems sort more than 39 million parcels. The world’s leading
parcel companies including UPS, Deutsche post DHL, TNT and FedEx rely on the systems of
Vanderlande [2].

In Vanderlande’s current sorting systems parcels are transported by state-of-the-art line and loop
sorters, which consist of fixed world equipment such as conveyor belts. Although these static
sorting systems have proven to perform well, they might not be able to provide the robustness,
scalability and flexibility that is required to keep up with future market demands. If for example
the main loop in a sorting system breaks down the entire system stops operating. Furthermore,
setting up a conveyor-belt system requires a significant amount of installation time, and modific-
ations to the entire infrastructure are required if the layout needs to be changed or the system
needs to be expanded. Therefore, Vanderlande is developing a mobile sorting system that most
likely can provide the required performance and can be set up quickly and modified easily.

The new technology is called the ‘AGV-Sorter’. In this technology, multiple automated guided
vehicles (AGVs), a type of robots, will replace the conveyor belts and sort the parcels instead. Ba-
sically, an AGV will drive over a grid between pick-up and drop-off locations to collect and deliver
the jobs. The development of the system is in its nascent stages. Currently, a simulation model
of the AGV-Sorter system is being developed to support the design of various control strategies,
and to validate if the system can deliver the required performance under these controllers. The
most important performance measure is the throughput, defined as the number of jobs delivered
per time instance.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement and research objective

In order to meet the throughput demands, the traffic density of AGVs in the AGV-Sorter system
will have to be rather high. As a result, hundreds of AGVs will be operating simultaneously in
the enormous parcel systems of Vanderlande. A major challenge in the large and dense AGV-
Sorter system is the execution of the paths the AGVs will traverse, while ensuring the system can
deliver the required performance. A traffic controller must guarantee that the planned paths will
be executed free of collision, deadlock and livelock [3]. Although many research is conducted on
this problem, most of the proposed solutions are only applicable to systems with a small number
of AGVs [4]. It is still an open question how multiple AGVs can be guided free of congestion,
deadlock and livelock in a large and dense AGV system. Especially handling deadlock is a serious
challenge, as will be explained in Chapter 3. Therefore, this project focusses on the design of
a traffic controller that can handle deadlocks in the AGV-Sorter system innovatively, without
compromising on the system’s throughput. The research objective of the project yields:

Design a control algorithm that can handle deadlocks in the grid-based AGV-Sorter system
without compromising on the system’s throughput.

1.2 Outline

In Chapter 2, the AGV-Sorter system technology and the simulation model of the system are
described. Chapter 3 explains the phenomenons deadlock and livelock, and gives an overview of
the strategies to handle deadlock in a large and dense grid-based AGV system. Subsequently, the
strategies will be compared and the most suitable deadlock handling strategy will be selected.

Chapter 4, 5, and 7 describe the different type of deadlocks that arise in the AGV-Sorter system
in more detail. These types include the mono-cycle deadlock, the multi-cycle deadlock and the
inevitable multi-cycle deadlock. In all three chapters, first the characteristics of the type of
deadlock are described. Secondly, a deadlock detection and a deadlock avoidance algorithm are
provided for the discussed type of deadlock, supported by examples. Finally, the limitations of
the algorithms are highlighted.

In Chapter 6, a procedure is proposed to verify if a new path is deadlock-free initially. This will
be used in addition to the deadlock avoidance algorithm. Subsequently, the limitations of the
procedure are explained.

Subsequently, in Chapter 8 the simulation set-up and the results of the simulations are described.
In this chapter, also the validation of the simulations is discussed, just as the verification of the
algorithms. Finally, in Chapter 9 the conclusions are drawn and recommendations are proposed.
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Chapter 2

The AGV-Sorter System

This chapter first describes the AGV-Sorter system and explains the challenges of managing the
AGVs in the large and dense system. Subsequently, the simulation model of the AGV-Sorter is
explained. The simulation model is used for the model-based design of various traffic controllers,
and to evaluate the performance of the system when the controllers are applied. The performance
indicators that will be considered to evaluate the performance are listed at last.

2.1 System Decomposition

A sortation process starts with the unloading of parcels after receiving. Then the parcels are
screened for security reasons - to check for dangerous goods such as explosives, or to check for
illegal goods entering a country or whether the correct taxes have been paid. After screening, the
parcels are sorted. This is where the AGV-Sorter will be integrated. After sorting, parcels are
ready for loading at the outgoing docks and onward transportation to their final destination.

The fundamental challenge of the AGV-Sorter is to sort a complete product range within the
required time frame and to the correct outgoing dock, without the need for manual intervention.
In the AGV-Sorter system, AGVs move to pick-up or drop-off locations to respectively collect or
deliver parcels (also called jobs). Figure 2.1 depicts an AGV that is used to transport baggage at
airports. Figure 2.2 shows an AGV sorter system from Alibaba [5]. The figures give an idea what
an AGV used in the AGV-Sorter system, and the AGV-Sorter system could look like.

Figure 2.1: An AGV that transports baggage
at airports.

Figure 2.2: Alibaba’s AGV sorter system [5].
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CHAPTER 2. THE AGV-SORTER SYSTEM

In general, the process of collecting and delivering a job proceeds as follows. When a job arrives
at a pick-up location, an idle AGV is dispatched to collect the job. The job is loaded on the AGV
and the AGV drives to the correct drop-off location to unload the job. Then the AGV can be
dispatched to collect a new job, etcetera. This process continues until all jobs are sorted.

The floor of a AGV-Sorter system is grid-based. The grid elements of the AGV-Sorter are called
zones. The zones can be square, rectangular, and honeycomb. The zones are connected by
unidirectional path segments. The AGV-Sorter system consists of mainly unidirectional paths
because this significantly decreases the complexity of the path planning and path execution al-
gorithm compared to bidirectional paths, whereas the throughput would not significantly improve
when bidirectional lanes would be used in a large-scale AGV system.

In practice, multiple pick-up locations can be part of the same workstation. The same holds for
the drop-off locations, that can be part of the same chute. Therefore, in the simulation model
pick-up points can be grouped, and drop-off points can be grouped as well. The grouped locations
form a station and receive the same station ID. Furthermore, in practice multiple workstations can
all be of the same type. The same hold for the chutes, that can all connect to the same conveyor.
Therefore, in the simulation model multiple stations can form a group, and the same group ID
is assigned to the stations. A job can be dropped at an arbitrary drop-off location of the same
group. An AGV can transport multiple jobs simultaneously. These jobs can have different pick-up
and drop-off locations.

Each AGV will follow the path that has been assigned to it. A path consists of a sequence of
drivable zones, where a source is the first and a destination the final zone of the path. A zone is
drivable if there is a path segment to it and from it. A zone can be utilized in only the following
sequence [6]:

1. Reserve. If an AGV wants to enter the next zone of its planned path, it first has to reserve
the zone to reserve. A zone can only be reserved if it is available. Additionally, when a zone
is reserved it becomes unavailable and cannot be reserved by other AGVs. If an AGV wants
to reserve a zone that is currently unavailable, it needs to stop before the zone and wait
until it can reserve the zone.

2. Traverse. The AGV can traverse the zone.

3. Release. When an AGV has passed a zone completely, it will release the zone which then
becomes available again.

A zone can thus only be reserved by one AGV at the time. This ensures that AGVs will not
collide. An AGV can only release a zone when it has reserved and completely reached another
zone, because only then it has passed the old zone completely. Furthermore, AGVs can turn within
one zone so that no extra zones need to be reserved in order to turn. Ideally, an AGV reserves a
few zones ahead to maintain a constant speed.

There will be idle AGVs in the system if the arrival rate of the parcels is below the system’s
capacity. Furthermore, AGVs need to be charged when their battery runs low. In both situations
an AGV will be redirected to the docking station, where it can be stored, charged, and if needed
maintenance can be carried out.

As stated before, the AGV-Sorter system will be large and dense. Between 100 and 1,000 AGVs
might be operating simultaneously on a grid consisting of maximally 10,000 zones. This will lead
to a high traffic density; up to 20% of the drivable zones may be occupied by AGVs. This AGV
density is required to meet the throughput demands. Because each AGV attempts to reserve a few
zones ahead to avoid waiting, a major part of the zones of the AGV-Sorter system will be reserved
simultaneously. For example, if each AGV tries to reserve three zones ahead, up to 80 % of the
drivable zones can be reserved. The maximum speed of the AGVs is yet to be determined but will
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be at least two meters per second. As a result of the high traffic density in the large system, the
major challenge in the AGV-Sorter system is the elimination of congestion, deadlock and livelock
while optimizing the system throughput. Three functionalities of the AGV-Sorter system have a
major impact on these phenomenons and on the performance of the system:

1. Dispatching. Dispatching is the process of assigning jobs to AGVs, or AGVs to jobs.
Within dispatching some constraints might be applied, such as deadlines and priorities.
Straightforward dispatching rules are for example that a job will be assigned to the closest
AGV, or that the job at the pick-up station with the longest waiting time is allowed to claim
the first available AGV.

2. Path planning / scheduling. Path planning is the selection of a path over which an AGV
will travel to reach its destination (pick-up or drop-off location), so that for example the
travel time or the travel distance is minimized [7]. Another major objective is to divide the
AGVs approximately evenly over the grid in order to prevent traffic congestion.

3. Traffic control. If paths are not scheduled, a real-time traffic controller must ensure that
planned paths are executed free of collision, deadlock and livelock. In case of the grid based
AGV-Sorter system, this means that the controller decides whether or not an AGV is allowed
to reserve the next zone of its planned path. Collisions are already prevented by allowing
only one AGV at the time at a zone. Deadlock and livelock are problems that need to be
addressed by the controller, as will be explained in Chapter 3.

Path planning and traffic control can be combined within the concept of scheduling. Then not only
the paths but also the trajectories the AGVs will follow are calculated. A trajectory is the path
over which an AGV will travel, including the speed profile over the path. A trajectory prescribes
the arrival and departure times of an AGV at each zone. So already at time of scheduling it is
ensured the system will be free of deadlock and livelock.

2.2 Simulation Model

To support the design of various control strategies and to validate if the AGV-Sorter system can
deliver the required performance under these controllers, a simulation model of the system is cur-
rently being developed within Vanderlande. The simulation model is developed in MATLAB. The
model is event based (the time is put forward by the occurrence of events), and the program-
ming method is object oriented programming. Different layouts can be designed and simulated,
depending on the application of the system. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of an example layout
that contains the basic properties of the AGV-Sorter system.

The example layout contains six by six square zones. The grey zones represent undrivable zones,
for example obstacles or holes in the ground. The direction of a path segment is indicated with an
arrow at the boarder of each zone. The system contains four pick-up locations (purple diamonds),
four drop-off locations (blue diamonds) and ten AGVs (rectangles) of various colours. The colour
of the rectangle indicates the status of that AGV. Operating AGVs can have the following status:
‘Not loaded moving’, ‘Not loaded waiting’, ‘Being loaded’, ‘Loaded moving’, ‘Loaded waiting’ and
‘Being unloaded’. Furthermore, the path (orange zones) and reserved zones (dark orange) of the
encircled AGV are displayed. As can be seen, the AGV with status ‘Loaded waiting’, directly
above the encircled AGV, is waiting for the encircled AGV to release the zone that it is currently
occupying. Except for the status depicted in Figure 2.3, an AGV can have the following status:
‘Idle’, ‘Charging’, ‘Broken’, or ‘Undergoing maintenance’.

For simplification of the simulations, the battery level of the AGVs is ignored and it is assumed
that the number of AGVs in the system remains constant. Furthermore, we assume there will
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Legend:

Pick-up location

Drop-off location

AGV: Not loaded moving
AGV: Not loaded waiting
AGV: Being loaded
AGV: Loaded moving
AGV: Loaded waiting
AGV: Being unloaded
Undrivable zone

Zone in path of the encircled AGV

Reserved zone of the encircled AGV

Figure 2.3: Schematic of an example layout for the AGV-Sorter system.

be no idle AGVs in the system by declaring a continues arrival of jobs at each pick-up location.
Especially the latter assumption simplifies the required traffic control, since otherwise idle AGVs
would have to be controlled as well. Possibly later in the project we renounce the latter assumption
to make the situation more realistic. Then the traffic control will have to be expanded as well.

Some desired features are not yet implemented into the simulation model. These features are
among others priority jobs and payload dependent kinematic behaviour of AGVs. For example,
when a heavy or fragile job is transported, the acceleration and deceleration of the AGV should be
less than for standard jobs. Another concept that is not yet implemented is platooning. Platooning
is grouping of AGVs so that they together form a sort of train, which might improve the throughput
of the AGV-Sorter. Within platooning, two AGVs would have to be allowed to occupy the same
zone simultaneously. Also a specific list of job orders that the system has to sort cannot be set.
The list of job orders would include an order in which the jobs enter a particular pick-up location
of the system, and the specific drop-off location where the job needs to be delivered. By absence
of the list of job orders, an AGV is dispatched to its nearest pick-up location to collect a job that
needs to be delivered at a randomly selected drop-off location. As a result, it is hard to simulate
exactly the same sorting situation for different controllers, as under these controllers the AGVs
will be at different locations at different times and thus receive different job orders.

Furthermore, different static path planning algorithms can be set to compute the path that the
AGV will traverse: normal shortest path, anti-pheromone based, and updated damped edge
weights. All algorithm use the A* search algorithm to compute the lowest cost path in the graph-
representation of the AGV-Sorter system. In this representation, a vertex represents a center of
a zone and an edge represents a path segment between two neighbouring zones. For each selected
edge a cost is included that scales with the length of the edge, and for every turn in the path
a penalty cost is included. Furthermore, the edge and vertices weights vary for the different al-
gorithms. In normal shortest path, the vertices and edge weights are constant. In anti-pheromone
based, each AGV scatters pheromones ahead on the zones that it will traverse, which increase the
vertices weights. For updated damped edge weights, the edge weights are increased every time
an AGV has traversed a path segment. The increase depends on the waiting time at the zone in
front of the path segment, and the translation time of the path segment. The value of the updated
edge weight damps out over time to the initial value of the edge weight, or it may be updated
again before it has reached the initial value. The currently implemented traffic controller, i.e. the
default deadlock avoidance algorithm of Vanderlande, evaluates if an AGV is allowed to reserve
the next zone. It can avoid some, but not all deadlocks, in some, but not all situations.
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Although the main application of the simulation model of the new AGV technology of Vanderlande
is the AGV-Sorter for the parcel market, the model could also be used to simulate AGVs that
transport baggage at airports. In fact, at Rotterdam airport a pilot has already been started
to use AGVs instead of conveyor belts to transport baggage. This technology is called FLEET.
In contrast to the AGVs in a parcel sorting system, the AGVs in FLEET are mostly driving in
circuits. Therefore the path planning algorithms and traffic controllers for FLEET do most likely
not have to be as complex as for the AGV-Sorter, in which AGVs will be criss-crossing in order to
sort parcels. Moreover, it is believed that the controllers implemented in the AGV-Sorter should
also be applicable to FLEET. This would be convenient, as then no separate controllers need to be
designed for FLEET. For this reason, we focus on designing a traffic controller for the AGV-Sorter,
and it will be tested if the developed controller can be applied to FLEET as well.

2.3 Performance Indicators

To evaluate the performance of a traffic control method, multiple simulations will be ran for various
systems with different densities (i.e., the number of AGVs divided by the number of drivable zones).
The performance of the traffic controller will be evaluated based on the following aspects:

• Throughput. The throughput (tp) of the system is the key performance indicator of the
AGV-Sorter system. The throughput, defined as the number of jobs delivered per time
instance, should be maximized. It could occur that for different layouts different traffic
control methods perform best on terms of throughput.

• Time to deadlock. Another major performance indicator of the traffic controller is the
time to deadlock. Ideally, the number of deadlocks that occur within a time frame should be
measured. This is not possible, however, as deadlocks can not yet be resolved. If a deadlock
is not resolved, eventually the entire system will stall since all AGVs will be waiting on either
AGVs in the deadlock, or on AGVs that are waiting on AGVs in the deadlock. Therefore,
the mean time to deadlock (ttd) will be measured.

• Relative AGV waiting time. A minor performance indicator of the traffic control is the
waiting time of an AGV relative to the total time, which should be minimized. The relative
AGV waiting time can be obtained by measuring the relative portion of time that an AGV
had the waiting status (not loaded or loaded waiting). Furthermore, it must be validated
that all jobs are affected approximately equally by the traffic controller. For example, it
would be unacceptable if one AGV would be waiting indefinitely to let other AGVs pass.
Therefore, not only the relative AGV waiting time but also the distribution of the relative
AGV waiting time has to be measured. Priority jobs should be distinguishable within this
distribution.

Currently, it is hard to measure the impact of the traffic controller on the relative AGV
waiting time, as this performance indicator is heavily influenced by other control rules that
are implemented into the simulation model. For example, the AGV with highest speed has
priority to reserve an available zone because it then does not have to brake. This has as result
that AGVs might be waiting for a very long time. This behaviour makes it not possible to
conclude the effect of the deadlock avoidance algorithms on the waiting time of the AGVs.
Therefore, the relative AGV waiting time will not be considered in this project as long as
these control rules are valid.

• Runtime. Furthermore, the runtime of the simulation is considered. The runtime is limited
since the traffic controller needs to make real-time decisions. It is not the most important
performance indicator in the comparison of different traffic controller, but is must be valid-
ated if an algorithm is able to operate in real-time.
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Chapter 3

Deadlock-Free Path Execution

The main challenge in traffic control of AGV systems is to prevent collision, deadlock and livelock.
Because the AGV-Sorter system is grid based and consist of non-overlapping zones, this problem
can be simplified by treating each zone as a discrete unit. This type of traffic control is called
zone-control [8]. Using this technique physical collisions are easily prevented by allowing only
one AGV at the time to reserve a zone. However, this does not prevent congestion in the system
causing the AGVs to block each other, which is the case with deadlock and livelock. Therefore,
advanced traffic control is required in addition to smart path planning.

An AGV system can be controlled either offline or online. When all jobs and their origin, destin-
ation and release time are known before operation, all dispatching, path planning and scheduling
decisions can be made in advance; the system can be controlled offline. However, when transporta-
tion requests arrive sequentially and all decisions have to be made without having any information
about later arriving requests, the control system must be capable of making real-time decisions so
it can only be controlled online. This is the case for the AGV-Sorter system.

Online control can be classified as centralized, decentralized or distributed. Using centralized con-
trol, a central computer gathers information of all AGVs such as for example the position, speed,
heading and destinations of an AGV and then determines the next movements for all the AGVs
and sends them their instructions. On the other hand, in decentralized control the AGVs are
aware of their positions and of other AGVs in their surroundings. The AGVs communicate and
negotiate with each other in order to decide whether the AGV is allowed to drive. In distributed
control, a combination of global and local information is used.

Paths can be planned either statically, dynamically or incrementally. In static path planning, the
path of an AGV is determined before the AGV starts moving. The chosen path optimizes an
objective function, for example minimizing the travel distance. However, the optimal path could
become infeasible since the changing traffic in the system is not considered. On the other hand,
in incremental and dynamic path planning the path is determined in real-time while taking into
account the current traffic conditions. At each zone, path planning decisions are made on the basis
of the AGVs’ positions, speeds and headings. In contrast to fully dynamic path planning where
only the next zone is selected, in incremental path planning multiple zones are planned ahead. A
drawback of these methods is that the optimality of the complete path is disregarded [3].

The remainder of this chapter will first explain the problem of deadlock and livelock. Subsequently,
different deadlock handling strategies are discussed and path planning in combination with dead-
lock avoidance is explained. Then the techniques are compared and the most promising one is
selected. Finally, some related problems are mentioned in order to place the researched problem
into context.
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3.1 Deadlock and Livelock Characterization

The problem of deadlock originates from memory assignments in operating systems, where con-
cepts such as multiprogramming and multiprocessing were introduced to increase the performance
of operating systems. Within multiprogramming and similar concepts separate tasks are allowed
to concurrently request system resources causing an increase in the utilization of these resources.
Except for this positive effect, requesting resources simultaneously can lead to the problem of
deadlock: a situation where no progress can be made. In this situation a group of two or more
tasks is unable to proceed since each task in that group keeps waiting indefinitely for a resource
that is currently held by others in that group.

An analogy can be drawn between an operating system and a traffic system such as the AGV-
Sorter system, where the zones that can be occupied by the AGVs are resources and the AGVs
itself are tasks. Just like a resource in an operating system needs to be requested, used, and
released, zones need to be reserved, traversed and released. Because a zone can only be reserved
by one AGV at the time, each resource in the AGV-Sorter system is unique. A deadlock arises
when several AGVs cannot move any further because each of them strives to travel to a zone that
is currently occupied by another AGV [9]. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a traffic deadlock.

Figure 3.1: An example of a traffic deadlock [6].

There are four necessary and sufficient conditions for deadlock, which are known as the Coffman
conditions [6]. This means that all conditions must hold for a deadlock to occur:

1. “Mutual exclusion” condition: Resourcse cannot be used by more than one task at a time.

2. “Hold and wait” condition: Tasks hold already reserved resourses while waiting for additional
resources.

3. “No preemption” condition: Resources cannot be forcibly removed from the tasks holding
them until the resources are used till completion.

4. “Circular wait” condition: Tasks form a circular chain, such that each task waits for one or
more resources that are held by the next task in the chain.

Consider the example of a traffic deadlock depicted in Figure 3.1. The “mutual exclusion” con-
dition holds as two AGVs cannot occupy the same space without colliding. The “hold and wait”
condition holds as AGVs are still occupying a part of the current zone when they enter the next
zone. The “no preemption” condition holds since it is physically impossible for AGVs to disappear
from the floor. Finally, the circular wait condition is clearly visible. So indeed, all four conditions
are satisfied in the depicted deadlock situation. Because of the physical characteristics of the
AGV-Sorter system, the first three conditions of Coffman are always true. Therefore, the only
method to eliminate cyclic deadlock in a physical system such as the AGV-Sorter system is to
disprove the circular wait condition.
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On the other hand, a livelock arises when the states of the processes involved constantly change
with regard to one another, but there is no progress [10]. For example, in a traffic system a
livelock can occur when two AGVs are driving towards each other and each AGV tries to bypass
the other AGV by moving aside, causing the AGVs to permanently block each other because they
keep switching sides simultaneously and therefore keep blocking each other. There is no risk for
livelock when paths are planned fully statically, or for example when an AGV can only select a
next zone that decreases the distance to the destination.

Because some deadlock handling strategies involve a particular path planning approach, livelock
might be resolved simultaneously. Therefore we first focus on deadlock handling, if required
livelock handling will be addressed next.

3.2 Deadlock Handling Strategies

Four different strategies can be distinguished to handle deadlock: ignorance, prevention, avoid-
ance, and detection and recovery. Whereas deadlock prevention strategies define offline rules that
ensure that the possibility of deadlock is excluded before operation, deadlock avoidance algorithms
dynamically allocate the zones to AGVs only if this does not lead to a deadlock. This is ensured
by an online control policy that evaluates the system states during operation. In contrast with
the previous methods, deadlock ignorance and deadlock detection and recovery techniques allow
deadlocks to occur. Whereas the former method does not act once a deadlock is detected, the lat-
ter method resolves the deadlock using online procedures. The four deadlock handling strategies
are described in more detail in the remainder of this subsection. For a strategy suitable to the
AGV-Sorter system the different algorithms that can be distinguished within the strategy are
discussed. An overview of the discussed deadlock handling strategies is provided in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: An overview of the deadlock handling strategies.

3.2.1 Deadlock Ignorance

The deadlock ignorance technique implies to simply disregard deadlocks. This technique is also
called the ostrich algorithm, and can be effective if deadlocks occur only rarely or if the imple-
mentation of other strategies is technically of financially difficult [11]. However, this is no suitable
policy for the AGV-Sorter system since deadlocks would occur regularly when they would be
ignored in such a dense system with a high degree of resource sharing.
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3.2.2 Deadlock Prevention

As stated before, deadlock prevention strategies define offline rules that ensure that the possibility
of deadlock is excluded before operation. These rules can be applied either to the design of the
system layout or to the controller of the AGVs, that ensures deadlock-free and livelock-free path
execution by scheduling the paths that the AGVs will follow. Hence, this is an optimization
problem in which a deadlock-free schedule of paths is obtained. Later arriving jobs will iteratively
be added to the schedule. The real-time traffic controller only has to ensure that AGVs will
not collide by only allowing AGVs to reserve available zones. Within this control approach a
distinction can be made between static, semi-dynamic and incremental path planning.

By design

The layout can be designed in such a way that deadlocks are prevented regardless of the controller.
This can for example be achieved by using loop topologies (single-loops, multi-loops, segmented
floor topology) in which AGVs within a loop are running in the same direction, or by allowing
only one AGV per bidirectional lane [12]. An example of this method can be found in comparing
FLEET to the AGV-Sorter system. Because in FLEET mostly loop topologies are used, the
number of deadlocks is significantly lower for FLEET than for the AGV-Sorter system.

Static path planning

The most straightforward control rule to prevent deadlocks is static path planning. Within static
path planning, all resources needed are acquired before an AGV starts moving. The total path
remains unavailable until a AGV completes its path [7]. The path from a source to a destination is
determined in advance and is always the same for the combination of those two locations. A simple
solution is to choose the path with the shortest distance. The paths are planned independently
of each other. Moreover, static algorithms are unable to adapt to system changes or to traffic
conditions [12].

The static path planning algorithm could be relaxed so that different paths can be chosen between
the same locations. Especially in a grid topology there are multiple paths with the shortest
distance. Out of these paths the one could be selected of which, for example, the least amount of
zones are already reserved by other AGVs. Another option could be to select the path with the
least amount of turns. This adaptation to standard static path selection only slightly increases
the complexity of the algorithm, though the increase in performance is substantial.

Semi-dynamic path planning

A semi-dynamic prevention strategy is time-window-based path planning, where a zone may be
used by different AGVs during different time-windows [7]. The deadlock-resolution is integrated in
the path planning process, since the paths are iteratively planned through the free time-windows
of the resources, i.e. the zones.

Kim and Tanchoco [13] propose an O(n4v2) algorithm, where n equals the number of AGVs and
v the number of zones. Ter Mors et al. [14] present an improved algorithm that is “based on a
search through the graph of free time windows on the resources, rather than a search through the
infrastructure itself”. The order in which the paths are planned is not significant for the system
throughput. This algorithm has a reduced complexity of O(nv log(nv) + nv2).

A similar approach is used by Möhring et al. [15]. They developed a generalized arc-based label
setting algorithm to search through the free time-windows, which is closely related to Dijkstra’s
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algorithm. The order of the computational complexity is not specified. Fan et al. [16] propose
a heuristic time-window search algorithm. They first generate a set of candidate paths for each
AGV, and then for all paths the schedule is calculated and the best path is chosen. They claim that
this heuristic approach outperforms the existing time-window search algorithms. Time-windows
can also be applied in a decentralized controller, as is explained by Srivastava et al. [17].

Another semi-dynamic path planning method is the Logical Time Algorithm, which can be seen
as an abstracted time-window-based algorithm. This algorithm is patented by Z. Seibold et al.
[18]. It does not prescribe the times at which AGVs are scheduled to be at certain zones, but is
establishes the order in which AGVs cross the intersections using a counter.

Mayer and Furmans propose a completely decentralized control system for modular continuous
conveyors [19]. Each AGV is a local agent that follows its own specific control rules. Before
execution it is checked if the proposed path is still feasible given the current state of the system. If
so, the outgoing direction of each conveyor is fixed so that those conveyors are no longer completely
bidirectional. Only the direction is reserved; the next zones of each AGV are reserved during
execution. Furthermore, it is checked if there is no risk for deadlocks. The implemented deadlock
prevention policy distinguishes three deadlock topologies. Individual circles, circles that overlap
through several modules and circles joined in one module, which are called cross deadlocks: “A
cross deadlock can occur when all modules in the two circles are completely blocked except the
module where the two circles overlap” [19]. Necessary conditions for the latter deadlock typology
are formulated. Deadlock risks will be excluded by selecting an alternative path prior to execution.
The algorithm might be somewhat restrictive. Though, the identification of different deadlock
typologies is valuable.

Incremental path planning: Receding Horizon Control

In case of an incremental path planner, the path is executed piece by piece until the AGV reaches
its destination [3]. Incremental path planning can be applied to time-window-based planning by
using receding horizon control, for example the method Model Predictive Control (MPC) [20].
Within MPC the optimal schedule of paths is calculated for a finite-time horizon, which is signi-
ficantly shorter than the total time required for all jobs to terminate. Then, only the first step
of the obtained solution is executed. Once the AGVs have moved to their next zone, again an
optimal schedule is calculated from which the first step is executed, etc. This method is more flex-
ible and robust than semi-dynamic path planning, since disturbances that occur once the AGVs
started moving can still be considered. Furthermore, since all paths are scheduled the method
is guaranteed deadlock-free. However, when the finite-time horizon of the optimization problem
becomes too small the risk of livelocks arises. In contrast, for a sufficient computation speed the
time horizon should not become too big. Somewhere in between lays an optimal time-horizon.

3.2.3 Deadlock Avoidance

Deadlock avoidance algorithms dynamically allocate the system resources (i.e., zones) to AGVs
only if the resulting state is safe so that this cannot lead to a deadlock. This is ensured by an
online control policy that evaluates the system states during operation. A state is defined by the
available and allocated zones, and by the required zones per AGV. A state is safe if for each AGV
the system can allocate all zones that it requires in some order which does not lead to a deadlock.
An unsafe state is not necessarily a deadlocked state, but it may lead to a deadlock, as can be seen
in Figure 3.3. In a safe state, the traffic controller can avoid unsafe and deadlocked states. On
the other hand, in an unsafe state the behaviour of the AGVs controls whether or not a deadlock
will occur [21].
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Figure 3.3: Safe, unsafe, and deadlocked state space [21].

Because the resource-allocation state is defined by the number of available and reserved zones,
and by the zones in the path of each AGV, this information is required in advance to evaluate if
a reservation would lead to an unsafe state. Based on this information the traffic controller can
decide whether or not an AGV is allowed to reserve its next zone or if it should wait to avoid
deadlock. Deadlock avoidance algorithms differ in the amount of information required. They are
either a variation of Banker’s algorithm or algorithms that check if circular wait would arise if an
AGV would be granted permission to reserve its next zone.

When control rules would be implemented that avoid cyclic deadlock as described before, a different
form of deadlock arises: the multi-cycle deadlock. In literature, this kind of deadlock is described
as ‘restricted deadlock’ [9], ‘multi-cycle deadlock’ [1], or ‘cross deadlock’ [19]. Figures 3.4 shows an
example of this type of traffic deadlock, which we will refer to as a multi-cycle deadlock. Within
this deadlock situation multiple impending cycles compete for a specific resource. This deadlock
arises when all the zones in the cycles are occupied, except for the one zone where the two cycles
overlap. The only AGVs that are not blocked by other AGVs are the ones that can move into this
shared zone. This is not allowed, however, since the AGV would enter and complete the opposite
circle which would result in a deadlock. So, when control rules are implemented a new kind of
deadlock can arise although the circular wait condition is not valid. However, the modified circular
wait condition does hold, as is explained in Chapter 5.

Figure 3.4: An example of a multi-cycle traffic deadlock. The shared, empty zone is shaded red.
The non-blocked AGVs that want to enter the opposite cycle are coloured orange. The figure is
based on [6].
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Banker’s Algorithm

In 1968, the Dutch scientist E. Dijkstra devised the Banker’s algorithm [22]. This resource alloc-
ation strategy was originally developed for bankers to decide whether they should grant or deny
a loan request. To decide, the banker evaluates the situation that would arise if the loan would
be granted. Only if the banker can guarantee that it has enough money (resources) left so that
all customers can enlarge their loan to the maximum they require, which is known to the banker,
before paying off their debt it approves the loan request.

Reveliotis et al. [23] first applied a variation of the Banker’s algorithm to an AGV system. A state
is only allowed to be reached if from that state there exists at at least one feasible sequence of
transitions so that all processes can be completed. Although in the paper the paths are determined
dynamically, the algorithm can also be applied in combination with static path planning.

By the modifications of Bobanac and Bogdan [24] the algorithm becomes less restrictive which
leads to a higher path utilization. Specifically, temporarily unsafe states are allowed and paths are
split into pieces so that the number of reserved zones per AGV decreases. In addition, Kalinovcic
et al. [25] modified the banker’s algorithm so that it allows even more non-safe states to further
decrease the algorithm’s restrictiveness. Though, the algorithm is not nearly maximally permissive.

Circular wait check

Another zone-controlled deadlock avoidance strategy is to ensure that movement of an AGV to
its next zone will not result in a deadlock. As stated before, only the fourth condition of Coffman
needs to be disproved to ensure there will not occur a single-cycle deadlock. Therefore, it should
be checked that there does not arise a circular wait when the AGV reserves its next zone. However,
it is a NP-hard problem to examine all possible circuits in an AGV system [8]. For this reason,
multiple algorithms of a lower complexity are developed to check for deadlocks. Where some
algorithms only perform a circular wait check, others check for multi-cycle deadlocks as well.

In 1998, Yeh and Yeh [8] introduced such an algorithm based on a direct graph model that is used
to represent the current state and to generate future states of the AGV system. In this graph,
each zone is represented by a vertex. They found out that a deadlock can only occur when a AGV
enters a ‘joint vertex’, that is a vertex with at least two edges directed towards it. Before an AGV
enters into a joint vertex, it should be ensured that no circular wait would be formed. This is
checked by a look ahead procedure of only one step. The AGV is allowed to move if a deadlock is
not predicted, otherwise it must wait in its current zone.

Fanti et al. state that the algorithm proposed by Yeh and Yeh is deadlock-free only for simple
AGV system layouts. In particular, Yeh and Yeh offer no solution for the so-called restricted
deadlocks: “A restricted deadlock arises when some AGVs remain permanently in circular wait,
partly because some of them are blocked, and partly because the control prevents them from
moving” [9]. By constructing directed graphs of the residual paths of the possible future state
and investigating these graphs for cycles, it can be investigated if this state could be a restrictive
deadlock state. The maximum number of AGVs allowed in the system for which the risk for
restrictive deadlock is eliminated can be calculated. Fanti et al. introduce multiple algorithms
that vary in computational complexity and restrictiveness. Though, the algorithm best applicable
to the complex AGV-Sorter system is still considerably conservative.

By modelling zones as places and lanes as transitions, an AGV system can be modelled as a
coloured resource-oriented Petri net (CROPN), which is a particular kind of directed graph. Wu
and Zhou investigated how to construct such a CROPN and how to synthesize a control polity
suitable for real-time implementation to avoid deadlock [26]. Although the method seems solid, it
requires in the worst case the exponential time to check all circuits. Therefore the method is not
suitable for large AGV systems.
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Moorthy et al. [1] introduce a rather intuitive deadlock prediction algorithm which works as
follows. Each AGV checks if its ‘next next’ location is free. If that zone is occupied, it checks
the next location of the AGV occupying that zone, etc. This is done until the zone is free, or
until a cycle is detected. When a deadlock is predicted, the system can choose to re-plan the
AGVs involved or to wait until the deadlock is cleared. In the worst-case the algorithm has the
computational complexity O(v2). Furthermore, the paper discusses the phenomenon multi-cycle
deadlock, which “is formed when multiple impending cycles compete for a specific resource.” [1].
Although they devise necessary conditions for it, no solution for avoiding it is proposed.

Another interesting deadlock avoidance algorithm is proposed by Li et al [27]. In this algorithm,
the next part of a path is selected dynamically when an AGV approaches a crossing. It can only
select a next zone if this decreases the remaining travel distance. Before an AGV is allowed to
enter the crossing a token is needed, which is only released if the movement does not result in a
‘black circle’, which symbolises circular wait. Since the algorithm was designed for a container
terminal, some assumptions are made that are not valid for the AGV-Sorter system. For example
the assumption that there should always be at least two zones in between crossings. Furthermore,
the algorithm disregards multi-cycle deadlocks.

Gawrilow et al. [28] propose a strategy wherein AGVs can reserve a couple of zones instead of
only the next zone. This results in smoother path execution and benefits the energy consumption.
The reservation of future zones is only allowed if this does not result in deadlock, which is checked
using a deadlock detection graph that corresponds to the current reservation schedule. They
observed that the length of the reservations, obviously, increases with the number of found cycles.
Though the idea of reserving multiple zones is interesting, the algorithm only performs reasonable
in scenarios with low traffic density. Furthermore, restricted deadlocks are not taken into account.

Multi-Agent Deep Reinforcement Learning

An alternative method that automatically discovers efficient controllers, is Multi-Agent (Deep)
Reinforcement Learning (MADRL). In this technique machine learning and game theory meet.
It has proven to be successful in highly complex environments such as the game Go [29]. The
control is distributed: The agents (AGVs in the AGV-Sorter system) learn by interacting with
their dynamic environment, both offline and online. At each time step, an agent perceives the
system state s and takes an action a, then receives a reward r for that action while the system
transits into a new state s’. The expected reward for any state-action pair is given by the Q-value
function, which is estimated using a deep neural network that behaves as a black box. A major
challenge in MADRL is stating a formal learning goal, because the agents’ returns are correlated
and cannot be maximized independently [30]. In this method deadlocks are implicitly avoided by
smart path planning decision from the AGVs during execution. Not only the trajectory but also
the paths are determined dynamically.

3.2.4 Deadlock Detection and Recovery

Deadlock detection and recovery techniques allow deadlocks to occur. Once a deadlock is detected,
it is resolved using online procedures. According to [12], this technique results in a lower system
performance compared to deadlock prevention or avoidance. Therefore, deadlock detection and
recovery can be a successful deadlock handling strategy if a deadlock occurs only occasionally,
which is not the case for the AGV-Sorter system. In practise this deadlock handling technique,
however, is required to cope with unexpected deadlocks caused by disturbances or exceptions
that could not be predicted or avoided, such as for example broken AGVs. Furthermore, it is
an indispensable addition to deadlock avoidance if there is only the slightest possibility that this
technique cannot avoid deadlock completely. This might occur if not the entire path of each AGV
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but for example only the next couple of zones of each AGV are considered to avoid deadlock. In
fact, deadlock avoidance and deadlock detection and recovery are complementary. The deadlock
detection algorithm should be able to detect all deadlocks that could not be avoided. Whereas the
deadlock avoidance algorithm is called for each resource that is assigned to an AGV, the deadlock
detection should be run periodically to evaluate the entire system for deadlocks.

Because in the AGV system each resource (i.e., zone) is unique, deadlocks can be detected by
constructing a wait-for graph of the current state of the system [21]. The wait-for graph is a
directed graph that indicates if an AGV is currently blocked by another AGV, because it wants to
reserve the zone that the other AGV is holding. A mono-cycle deadlock exists in the system if the
wait-for graph contains a cycle, which proves the circular wait condition of Coffman. The wait-for
graph can also be used to detect impending cycles, that might indicate a multi-cycle deadlock, as
will be explained in Chapter 5. Once the wait-for graph is constructed, widely used algorithms
such as Depth First Search or Tarjan’s algorithm can be applied to find cycles in the graph [31].

The most straightforward method to recover from deadlock is to re-plan one or more AGVs that
are involved in the deadlock in order to break the circular wait. Sometimes re-planning is not
possible, for example when an AGV is broken. Then an operator has to remove one or more
AGVs from their zone manually.

3.3 Path Planning and Deadlock Avoidance

As stated before, within deadlock avoidance the upper level path planning is decoupled from
the lower level traffic control. This means that different path planning strategies can be used in
combination with a deadlock avoidance algorithm.

The shortest path in a grid can be calculated using straightforward algorithms such as Dijkstra’s
algorithm or the A* search algorithm. Also an offline routing table can be used that needs to
be computed at initialization and perhaps updated on a regular basis to react to changes in the
system [19]. In a grid there often are multiple shortest paths, which should all be considered.
However, not only the length of a path is an important criterion to decide which path to choose.
Delays arise when an AGV cannot drive at its maximum speed. In the worst case, the AGV stands
still completely. A complete standstill occurs when an AGV has to turn or when it has to wait
before its next zone becomes available. An easy measure is to assign a penalty cost for each turn
in a path. Furthermore, the total waiting time of an AGV should be minimized by dividing the
traffic load approximately evenly over the grid, so that an AGV does not often has to wait before
its next zone becomes available. As stated before, reserving a couple of zones ahead can contribute
to smoother path execution as well since this ensures that the AGV does not has to stop and wait
before the next zone becomes available.

It would be interesting to research what is the optimal number of zones to reserve ahead of an
AGV. Perhaps it is better to only reserve until the next turn because of the turning time. Is there
a minimum of zones that needs to be reserved ahead for the deadlock algorithm to be valid? For
example, is the deadlock avoidance algorithm still valid when paths are determined completely
dynamically and thus only the next zone of an AGV is reserved?

The paths can be planned statically or non-statically (i.e., incrementally or fully dynamically).
In static path planning, the entire path is selected before execution by optimizing an objective
function. Since the main goal is to maximize the throughput, the travel time should be minimized.
Static path planning has as major benefit that the system becomes insusceptible to livelock. A
major drawback is that balancing the traffic load is more difficult since this must be taken into
account already at the time of path selection. At that time it is still unknown at what time the
AGV will traverse which zones of its path, and what will be the traffic situation around this zone
at that yet unknown time. The traffic load could possibly be balanced by adding penalty costs to
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the objective function for zones that are already reserved or for zones that are not yet reseved but
are part of already planned paths and will thus eventually be reserved. Ideally, the approximate
time at which a zone will be traversed is also taken into account. Namely, when a zone is only
part of the beginning of a (or multiple) path(s), this is not important for the traffic situation
further in the future and vice versa. It must be kept in mind that the prediction of the traffic
situation becomes less reliable for moments further in the future. Another method could be to
store information at zones once they are passed and to take this information into account when
planning the paths.

In non-static path planning, only the next part of the path is planned at each time step until the
destination is reached. There is a wide range of variations between fully dynamic and incremental
path planning: the next part of the path can vary from only one zone to almost the entire path.
Moreover, the moments at which the path is evaluated and if necessary changed can differ as
well: this can vary from every zone to almost never. In general, the traffic load can be taken
into account every time (a part of the) planned path is revisited. Since only the next part of the
path is known only the traffic situation in the near future can be considered. This might make
deadlock avoidance hard, as not enough information is provided about the paths that the AGVs
will traverse. Furthermore, non-static path planning methods have as disadvantage that they
are susceptible to livelocks. This risk becomes smaller when the number of zones that is planned
ahead increases. The risk could be eliminated by implementing some constraints, for example that
the distance to the destination should decrease with every movement. However, such a constraint
makes it impossible for an AGV to take a detour to circumvent other AGVs, though this would
sometimes be desirable.

When a deadlock is predicted and movement of the AGV is prohibited, it has to be decided
whether the AGV has to wait until its next zone becomes available or whether a new (part of the)
path has to be planned for the AGV. This is called re-planning. A policy must be designed to
decide which of the two options is best for an arbitrary situation. For example, the alternative
path could be compared with the earlier selected path, or perhaps the time that the AGV has to
wait until the next zone becomes available could be estimated. Re-planning raises some questions.
Is there always an alternative path available? How can livelocks be prevented when AGVs are
re-planned frequently? Could it occur that AGVs have to wait indefinitely? In order words, is a
deadlock sometimes inevitable? If an AGV is travelling to a pick-up point and has to wait for a
very long time, would it be better to select a differnt AGV to pick up the job instead?

In order to limit the energy consumption, the number of accelerations and decelerations should be
minimized. This corresponds to maximizing the distance at which an AGV travels at a constant
speed. Therefore, the number of turns should be minimized. This is already tackled when a turn
penalty is implemented. Furthermore, the number of times that an AGV has to wait (not the
total waiting time) should be minimized. Although this objective differs from minimizing the total
waiting time, both load balancing and reserving zones ahead of the AGVs contribute to addressing
this problem in a measure.

3.4 Comparison of Deadlock Handling Strategies

A suitable deadlock handling strategy should (in combination with a proper path planning al-
gorithm) ensure that the AGV-Sorter system is free of deadlock and livelock. Furthermore, the
strategy needs to be scalable so that it can be applied to the large system. Above all, the through-
put of the AGV-Sorter system must be maintained when an algorithm of the deadlock avoidance
strategy would be applied, as this is the main performance indicator of the AGV-Sorter system.
The throughput can be sufficient only if the algorithm is not too restrictive. For example, if only
one AGV at the time would be allowed to drive there certainly will be no deadlock or livelock,
but also the throughput will be unacceptably low. On the other hand, a very permissive deadlock
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handling algorithm is most likely more difficult to design, and will also require high computational
cost as a result of its complexity. It is a challenge to design an algorithm that allows the maximum
use of zones without risking deadlock. Moreover, there should be a balance between the restrict-
iveness and the complexity of the algorithm. Another important factor of the performance of the
algorithm is the robustness of the AGV-Sorter system when the algorithm would be implemented.
A robust system is able to cope with unexpected events. This can only be achieved if there is no
complete schedule of trajectories calculated that the AGVs will have to follow. Preferably, a traffic
controller ensures that (not) yet planned paths are executed in a deadlock-free manner. Lastly,
the optimality of solution that the algorithm provides is judged.

Both deadlock prevention and deadlock avoidance algorithms could be used to handle deadlocks
in the AGV-Sorter system. The various approaches in these categories are rated and compared on
the following factors: Absence of livelock and deadlock (No D&L), scalability (scale), throughput
(tp), robustness (robust), complexity (compl), and optimality (opt) of the obtained solution. The
ratings for all factors of all algorithms are either – –, which is the worst rating, –, 0, +, or ++,
which is the best rating. It must be remarked that because MADRL is a relatively new (but
promising) technique, it is hard to estimate its performance. The ratings are shown in Table 3.1.

As can be seen, all prevention methods are deadlock-free. Only in Model Predictive Control
(MPC) livelocks could arise. The traditional avoidance strategies are deadlock-free as well. If the
deadlock check is implemented in combination with dynamic path planning, there is a chance for
livelock. Furthermore, it is unclear if deadlocks can occur when deep learning is applied.

Table 3.1: Comparison of the deadlock handling methods.

Algorithm No D&L scale tp robust compl opt

Prevention static path planning ++ – – – 0 ++ ++
Prevention semi-dynamic path planning ++ + + 0 – +
Prevention MPC + + + + – 0
Avoidance Banker’s algorithm ++ – – + ++ +
Avoidance circular wait check + + + ++ + +
Avoidance MADRL ? + ++ ++ 0 0

In general, the semi-dynamic deadlock prevention methods outperform the (relaxed) static ones.
The static methods drastically decrease the system’s concurrency resulting in an unacceptably
low throughput. The semi-dynamic approaches are more complex than the static path planning
algorithms and non-optimal paths are obtained, but the throughput is reasonable. Within the
semi-dynamic algorithms, the ‘Logical Time Algorithm’ is most flexible. Another option would be
to implement MPC. This is more flexible than the Logical Time Algorithm, but this is accompanied
by an increase in complexity.

Banker’s algorithm does not deliver the required throughput, so this algorithm is not suitable for
the AGV-Sorter system. The other two avoidance algorithms perform almost equally, and better
than the most-promising prevention techniques on terms of robustness and complexity. On the
one hand, the algorithm that checks for circular wait is very promising because of the reasonable
throughput, high flexibility and low complexity. On the other hand, MADRL is estimated to
provide a higher throughput. However, it would require some effort to implement online reinforce-
ment learning into the simulation model of Vanderlande. Furthermore, the neural network that is
used in this technique behaves as a black box which makes it difficult to academically substantiate
this technique. Therefore, designing and implementing an avoidance algorithm that checks for
both normal and modified circular wait seems most promising.
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The selected deadlock handling method for the AGV-Sorter system is deadlock avoidance,
by evaluating if reserving a zone would result in a (modified) circular wait.

In general, we strive to design a deadlock-avoidance algorithm that uses as little information as
possible, but enough information to guarantee there will be no deadlocks. A static path planning
approach will be used to calculate the paths the AGVs will traverse. The paths are one of the
input variables of the deadlock avoidance algorithms.

3.5 Related Problems

The problem of congestion- and deadlock-free path planning and execution in an AGV system is
related to various problems. We shortly describe the similarities and differences between these
problems.

The problem can be considered as a vehicle routing problem (VRP). In this problem a set of cus-
tomers with known demands need to be served by a fleet of vehicles with limited capacity. The
aim is to find the optimal set for paths for the fleet. This combinatorial optimization problem is
known to be NP-hard and often solved using linear programming techniques. It is a generalization
of the travelling salesman problem (TSP). The differences, however, motivate for a separate solu-
tion [7]. For VRP, the shortest distance path usually corresponds to the shortest time path, but
this is not necessarily the case for an AGV system. More importantly, collisions and congestion
among vehicles are not considered for the VRP, while this is the major problem of efficiently path
planning and execution in an AGV system.

Furthermore, parallels can be drawn between the AGV path planning problem and the job-shop
(scheduling) problem (JSP) with blocking [32]. In this problem a number of jobs with varying
processing times need to be scheduled on a number of machines with varying processing power,
while minimizing the time it takes for all jobs to be processed. The blocking constraint means that
the machines have no buffer, which corresponds to the limited capacity of the resources in an AGV
system: Each zone can accommodate one AGV at a time. This is a rather unusual combination
and a strongly NP-hard problem.

Within pebble motion problems the movement of multiple objects (“pebbles”) must be optimized.
These pebbles are moving from vertex to vertex in a graph where the capacity of the vertices is
constrained. The best-know example of such a problem is the 15 puzzle, in which fifteen tiles
must be rearranged within a 4x4 grid by sliding one tile at a time. Another example is the game
rush-hour. De Wilde et al. [33] propose the algorithm ‘Push and Rotate’, which is complete for
the cooperative multi-agent path planning problem with at least two unoccupied vertices. It plans
the agents one by one starting with the agent with highest priority by moving one agent at the
time. Furthermore, it is assumed that all edges are bidirectional. Another effective algorithm is
‘GridStore’, presented by Gue et al. [34]. A decentralized control strategy is implemented for
a storage and retrieval system that can handle multiple requests simultaneously. This algorithm
is proven to be deadlock-free under the assumptions that in each row at least one zone must be
empty and requested items can only be moved southward.

Qui and Hsu investigated path planning of AGVs on a mesh-like path topology specifically [35], [36].
They proposed a reasonably fast algorithm that can plan the paths of 4n2 AGVs on a n x n grid
with four buffers at each crossing. However, their algorithm is only applicable when all jobs are
known on beforehand. Therefore, this offline algorithm provides no solution to the online path
planning and execution problem.
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Chapter 4

Mono-Cycle Deadlock

When no avoidance algorithm implemented, an AGV would be allowed to reserve the next zone
of its path when this zone is available. An AGV will continue to drive until the zone to reserve
is unavailable, i.e. reserved by another AGV. This may lead to the emergence of a mono-cycle
deadlock. This chapter first describes the characteristics of the mono-cycle deadlock. Subsequently,
the detection and avoidance algorithm are explained. Finally, the limitations of the avoidance
algorithm are illustrated.

4.1 Characteristics of the Mono-Cycle Deadlock

In a mono-cycle deadlock several AGVs cannot move because the next zone of each AGV is the last
reserved zone of an other AGV. Because it is the last reserved zone, the other AGV cannot release
the zone before it has reserved its next zone, which in turn is not available, etcetera. Figure 4.1a
and 4.1b show the smallest configuration of a mono-cycle deadlock for respectively an orthogonal
and a hexagonal grid. A coloured rectangle represents an AGV, the white arrow on it indicates
the driving direction of the AGV. It is assumed each AGV has reserved one zone, i.e. the zone
it stands on. In Figure 4.1a, AGV 1 waits for AGV 2, AGV 2 waits for AGV 3, AGV 3 waits
for AGV 4, and AGV 4 waits for AGV 1. Hence, the circular wait condition of Coffman holds so
AGV 1, 2, 3 and 4 form a deadlock. AGVs that are blocked by other AGVs and as a result of
that are involved in a deadlock, are depicted in red.

(a) For the orthogonal grid. (b) For the hexagonal grid.

Figure 4.1: Smallest configurations of a mono-cycle deadlock. Involved AGVs are coloured red.
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As can be seen, in the orthogonal grid a cyclic deadlock can be formed starting from four AGVs,
while in the hexagonal grid already three AGVs can be sufficient to form a deadlock. Both
the number of AGVs involved in a mono-cycle deadlock and the form of the deadlock can vary.
Figure 4.2a shows a deadlock consisting of ten AGVs as example. Furthermore, AGVs that are
not involved in the deadlock can still be blocked by the deadlock, since they connect to it. This is
illustrated by Figure 4.2b, where blocked AGVs that are not involved in the deadlock are depicted
in blue and AGVs that are not blocked at all are depicted in green, as is the case for AGV 6.
Whereas AGV 9 and 10 are directly connected, AGV 7 and 8 are only indirectly connected to the
deadlock. AGV 5 is blocked, but not connected to the deadlock. AGV 7, 8 and 9 together and
AGV 10 alone form a deadlock tail.

(a) A mono-cycle deadlock
consisting of ten AGVs.

(b) A mono-cycle deadlock
and connected AGVs.

Figure 4.2: Different mono-cycle deadlocks. Blocked AGVs involved in a deadlock are depicted
in red, blocked AGV not involved in a deadlock in blue, and non-blocked AGVs in green.

4.2 Detection of the Mono-Cycle Deadlock

The deadlock detection algorithm is run periodically to evaluate the entire system for deadlocks.
As explained in Chapter 3, a deadlock can be detected by constructing a wait-for graph of the
current state of the AGV-Sorter system and subsequently evaluating this directed graph for cycles.
The vertices in the directed wait-for graph represent the AGVs in the system. An edge from
vertex i to vertex j implies that AGV i’s zone to reserve is the currently last reserved zone of
AGV j, and therefore it has to wait for it to be released. If an AGV’s next zone is available
or will become available for sure, there is no outgoing edge from the vertex that represents the
AGV. Each vertex has outdegree at most one since an AGV has at most one zone to reserve,
and because this zone can be reserved by at most one AGV at the time. A directed graph in
which each vertex has outdegree at most one is a directed pseudoforest. This has as property that
every connected component contains at most one graph cycle. Also, a pseudoforest is not highly
complex. An example of a wait-for graph is shown in Figure 4.4. It corresponds to the system
depicted in Figure 4.2b.

A deadlock exists in the system if the wait-for graph contains a cycle, which indicates that the
circular wait condition of Coffman is met. A cycle exists in the graph if a vertex is reachable from
itself. Widely used algorithms such as Depth First Search and Tarjan’s algorithm could be used
to find cycles in a graph [31]. Another method could be to first construct an adjacency matrix
that represents the wait-for graph and subsequently analyse this matrix for cycles. We will apply
the latter approach to detect deadlock because the notorious algorithms seem overqualified for
detecting cycles in the not highly complex wait-for graph, and because the matrix representation
provides better insight into the current state of the system.
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4.2.1 Constructing the Adjacency Matrix

An adjacency matrix is a square, logical matrix, where the number of rows and columns equals
the number of AGVs in a system. It is constructed by iterating over all AGVs. Analogous to the
wait-for graph, maximal one dependency per AGV can be present. The adjacency matrix A is
constructed as follows:

Ai,j =

{
1 (true), if AGV i’s zone to reserve is the last reserved zone of AGV j.

0 (false), otherwise.
(4.1)

First, the zone to reserve of the considered AGV is determined. This is the first next zone of
the AGV’s path that is currently not reserved, i.e. the zone succeeding the AGV’s last reserved
zone. Subsequently, it is checked if the zone to reserve is occupied, that means the zone is the
last reserved zone of an AGV. Although a reserved zone cannot be reserved by other AGV’s, all
but an AGV’s last reserved zone will eventually be released when the AGV has reached its last
reserved zone. Therefore, all currently reserved zones that will become available are considered
empty when constructing the adjacency matrix. A zone is thus either occupied or empty. If an
AGV’s zone to reserve is empty the AGV is not dependent on any other AGV and will not be part
of a deadlock. To conclude, there is a dependency between two AGVs if the zone to reserve of the
considered AGV is occupied by the other AGV. The result is stored in the adjacency matrix as
explained in Equation 5.1.

This is illustrated by an example. Consider Figure 4.3. A part of the path (orange zones) and the
reserved zones (dark orange) of the encircled AGV are shown. The zone to reserve of AGV 1 is
currently reserved by the encircled AGV, but will be released for sure. Therefore it is considered
empty so AGV 1 is not dependent on any other AGV. The zone to reserve of AGV 2 is the currently
last reserved zone of the encircled AGV, so AGV 2 is dependent on the encircled AGV.

Figure 4.3: Example to illustrate the dependency between AGVs in the wait-for-graph. Part of
the path (orange zones) and the reserved zones (dark orange) of the encircled AGV are shown.

The required inputs to construct the adjacency matrix are the reservation array of the system,
the last reserved zone of each AGV and the zone to reserve of each AGV. In the reservation array
it is listed if, and by which AGV, a zone has been reserved. In some cases, a dependency cannot
be determined because the zone to reserve of an AGV is unknown. Such a situation arises when
an AGV stands at the final zone of its path, still (un)loading, yet to receive a new path to its still
unknown destination. In these cases we simply state that the AGV is not waiting for any other
AGV and no dependency is stored in the adjacency matrix.

4.2.2 Analysing the Adjacency Matrix for Cycles

Subsequently, we apply a matrix reduction algorithm to evaluate the adjacency matrix A for cycles.
This algorithm involves two steps. In the first step, a dependency Ai,j is removed (i.e., set to false)
if AGV j is not dependent on an other AGV since this disproves the circular wait condition. This
continues until the matrix does not change any more or until there are no dependencies, i.e. the
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matrix is false. The resulting matrix is called the reduced adjacency matrix of step one, R1. In
this matrix a non-zero row i indicates that AGV i is blocked by another AGV, that in turn is
blocked by another AGV, etc. So, if the matrix is false after the first step a deadlock is detected.
However, non-zero row i does not necessarily indicate that AGV i is involved in a deadlock; it
might only be connected to one.

In order to separate the involved AGVs from the connected AGVs in the second step a depend-
ency (i, j) in R1 is removed (i.e., set to false) if AGV i is not blocking another AGV according to
the reduced adjacency matrix. This continues until the matrix does not change any more. The
resulting matrix is called the reduced adjacency matrix of step two, R2. In this matrix a non-zero
column j indicates that AGV j blocks another AGV, that in turn blocks another AGV, etc. All
non-zero rows i indicate that AGV i is involved in a deadlock. There might be multiple deadlocks
detected simultaneously. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm that evaluates the
dependency matrix for cycles.

Algorithm 1 Evaluate the adjacency matrix for cycles.
Input: Adjacency matrix A.
Output: cycleDetected (boolean), involvedAGVs, connectedAGVs.

1: Procedure: EvaluateAdjacencyMatrixForCycles.
2: Initialization: cycleDetected ← false.
3: R1 ← A; matrixChanges ← true . Start of step 1
4: while R1 6= false

∧
matrixChanges do

5: if in R1 row i = false
∧

column i 6= false then
6: column i in R1 ← false
7: else
8: matrixChanges ← false

9: blockedAGVs ← rows i in R1 6= false; cycleDetected ← blockedAGVs 6= ∅
10: R2 ← R1; matrixChanges ← true . Start of step 2
11: while matrixChanges do
12: if in R2 column i = false

∧
row i 6= false then

13: row i in R2 ← false
14: else
15: matrixChanges ← false

16: InvolvedAGVs ← rowsi in R2 6= false; connectedAGVs ← blockedAGVs \ involvedAGVs

The order of the reduced adjacency matrix R2 can be reduced by removing all rows and columns
that contain zeros solely. Then the final reduced adjacency matrix, R0, is obtained. This matrix
only represents the AGVs that are involved in a deadlock. So, the number of rows (and columns)
in the matrix, denoted by f , equals the number of AGVs involved in a deadlock. The index of a
matrix row (and column) in R0 might no longer correspond with the index of the AGV. This is
not of influence to show that a cycle has been detected. One or multiple cycles are detected if for
some positive integer p it hold that:

Rp0 = If (4.2)

In Equation 4.2, I is the identity matrix of size f . If q (0 < q ≤ f) is the smallest positive
integer for which an element (i, i) in Rq0 equals 1, the AGV represented by row (and column) i can
reach itself in (any multiple of) q walks in the wait-for graph. Hence, it is involved in a deadlock
containing q AGVs. If the systems contains one deadlock, all f AGVs are involved in a f -cycle
deadlock, so then Equation 4.2 holds for p = f .

If the system contains multiple deadlocks, the value of p could be larger than, equal to, or smaller
than f . If p > f , the value of p can be found before f matrix powers have to be computed.
Namely, p is the least common multiple of all values of q for which an element (i, i) in Rq0 equals 1,
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so for which the trace(Rq0) 6= 0. So, q represents that a q-cycle deadlock is present in the system.
The number of q-cycle deadlocks equals trace(Rq0) / q. Because only AGVs that are involved in
a deadlock are represented in the final reduced adjacency matrix R0, the sum of the number of
cycles times the number of AGVs involved in that cycle, should equal the total number of AGVs
involved in a deadlock;

∑f
q=1 kq · q = f . Because of this condition, it can be determined that

all values of q have been found before p > f matrix powers have to be computed. By the values
of q, the value of p can be calculated and Equation 4.2 can be verified.

4.2.3 Example

We will illustrate the deadlock detection algorithm with an example. Consider the system of
Figure 4.2b. Since each AGV has an arrow depicted on it that indicates the driving direction,
the zone to reserve is known for each AGV. Furthermore, all AGVs but AGV 6 are blocked by
another AGV. Therefore it can be concluded that these five AGVs stand at their last reserved
zone. For simplicity of the example, we assume that AGV 6 has only reserved one zone as well,
i.e. zone D. Based on this information the adjacency matrix A that represents the wait-for graph
of the current system state can be constructed by applying Equation 5.1. Although the wait-for
graph itself is not required, it is depicted in Figure 4.4 to illustrate the example.

A =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(4.3)

Figure 4.4: The wait-for graph and adjacency matrix A of the system shown in Figure 4.2b.

We now apply Algorithm 1 to validate the matrix for cycles. During the first step of the algorithm,
the dependency (5, 6) in R1 is removed since AGV 6 is not blocked. The reduced adjacency
matrix R1 obtained after the first step of Algorithm 1 is shown in Equation 4.4. Changes compared
to the adjacency matrix A are coloured red. During the second step, the dependencies (7, 8) and
(10, 1) in R2 are removed in the first iteration since AGV 7 and 10 do not block any other AGV.
In the second and third iteration, respectively dependencies (8, 9) and (9, 4) are removed for the
same reason. The reduced adjacency matrix R2 obtained after the second step of Algorithm 1 is
shown in Equation 4.4. Changes compared to matrix R1 are coloured red. Row one to four are
non-zero, implying that the first to the fourth AGV are involved in a deadlock.

R1 =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


, R2 =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(4.4)
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The final reduced adjacency matrix, R0, is obtained by removing all rows and columns that contain
zeros solely. Indeed, p = q = f = 4 so one deadlock consisting of four AGVs is detected.

R0 =


0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0

 , R2
0 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 , R3
0 =


0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

 , R4
0 = I4 (4.5)

4.3 Avoidance of the Mono-Cycle Deadlock

We implement the deadlock avoidance algorithm as proposed by Moorthy [1]. The main idea is
to predict whether movement of an AGV to its next zone would result in a mono-cycle deadlock.
To determine this, we evaluate if a circular wait would arise when the considered AGV would
reserve its next zone, i.e. the zone to reserve. A reservation is only allowed if this does not lead
to a deadlock. A major advantage of this simple and effective algorithm is that it depends on
the number of AGVs in the system instead of the number of zones. In contrast to the deadlock
detection algorithm that is run periodically for the entire system, the deadlock avoidance algorithm
is called for each AGV separately.

The algorithm works rather intuitively. It is executed if the zone to reserve is empty and thus
available to be reserved. Now the algorithm checks if the next zone to reserve of the considered
AGV, the new zone to check, is empty. If this is the case, the circular wait is invalidated and the
algorithm is terminated. However, if the zone is occupied the next zone of the AGV occupying
it is checked, etcetera. The checked zones and AGVs are stored in a matrix. This continues
until a checked zone is empty which disproves a circular wait, or until an already checked zone
is encountered again, which implies a circular wait. If an already checked zone different than the
zone to reserve would be encountered for the second time, this would mean there already exists a
deadlock in the system not involving the considered AGV. It is possible that this deadlock is not
yet detected, as the deadlock detection algorithm is run periodically.

Similar to the deadlock detection algorithm, all but an AGV’s last reserved zone are considered
as empty zones in the deadlock avoidance algorithm. This also holds for the current zone of the
considered AGV. It is considered as empty zone, since in the avoidance check the situation that
would arise if the reservation would be allowed is simulated. The current zone of the considered
AGV will become empty when the AGV reserves and subsequently moves to the zone to reserve.

Algorithm 2 Mono-cycle deadlock avoidance.
Input • Algorithm setting: restrictiveVariant (boolean).

• Considered AGV, and the zone to reserve and the next zone to reserve of that AGV.
• Reservation array, to check if a zone is occupied, i.e. the last reserved zone of an AGV.
• The next zone for each AGV.

Output: deadlockPredicted (boolean).

1: Procedure: AvoidMonoCycleDeadlock.
2: Initialization: deadlockPredicted ← false, checkedZones ← [ ],
3: zoneToCheck ← next zone to reserve of the considered AGV.
4: while zoneToCheck 6= ∅

∧
zoneToCheck = occupied

∧
¬deadlockPredicted do

5: if zoneToCheck ∈ checkedZones then
6: deadlockPredicted ← true
7: else
8: checkedZones ← [checkedZones, zoneToCheck]
9: agvToCheck ← the AGV occupying the zoneToCheck

10: zoneToCheck ← the next zone of the agvToCheck

11: deadlockPredicted ← deadlockPredicted
∨

(zoneToCheck = ∅
∧

restrictiveVariant)
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Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm. Except for information of the considered
AGV, global information of the system is required as input of the algorithm, including the reser-
vation array, the last reserved zone of each AGV and the zone to reserve of each AGV.

In some cases the algorithm cannot continue because the next zone to reserve of the considered
AGV is unknown. Such a situation arises when an AGV wants to reserve the final zone of its path,
since the new path is only assigned once the AGV has reached its final zone. In this situation
it is unclear whether or not a deadlock would arise when the considered AGV would reserve its
final zone. Therefore, all possible next zones to reserve are considered. We state that an AGV is
only allowed to reserve its zone to reserve if at least one of the possible next zones can be reserved
afterwards without ending up in a deadlock.

Likewise, the next zone of a checked AGV is unknown when the AGV stands at the final zone
of its path, still (un)loading, yet to receive a new path to its yet to receive new destination. In
this situation the avoidance algorithm cannot proceed and must be terminated while it is unclear
whether or not a deadlock would occur. Because it would significantly increase the complexity
and computation time of the algorithm, at this stage we have chosen not to consider all possible
next zones of a checked AGV when this is unknown. Instead, we distinguish two variants of
the algorithm: the restrictive variant, and the permissive variant. When the algorithm must be
terminated before completion, the restrictive variant prohibits the considered AGV to reserve its
next zone since it cannot be guaranteed this will not result in a deadlock, whereas the permissive
variant allows the considered AGV to reserve its next zone since there is no deadlock predicted.
Under the latter variant a mono-cycle deadlock may arise, that will then be detected by the
deadlock detection algorithm.

4.3.1 Example

We will illustrate the algorithm with an example. Consider Figure 4.5. It shows an orthogonal
grid with four AGVs. The considered AGV is AGV 1. It wants to reserve zone F. In Table 4.1 the
checked zones (ZTC) and checked AGVs (ATC) are listed. The considered AGV and the zone to
reserve are stored as well, since this represents the situations that would arise if the reservation
would be allowed. Then, we consider the next zone to reserve of the considered AGV, which is
zone G. Zone G is the last reserved zone of (i.e., occupied by) AGV 2, that wants to reserve
zone M. This zone is occupied by AGV 3, that wants to reserve zone L. Zone L is occupied by
AGV 4, that wants to reserve zone F. This zone is already listed in Table 4.1 which means the zone
is already encountered so a circular wait is detected. Because the already checked zone equals the
zone to reserve, the considered AGV is involved in the deadlock. So, the deadlock does not yet
exists but it would arise if AGV 1 would reserve zone F. Hence, the reservation is not allowed.

Figure 4.5: Orthogonal grid with AGVs.

ZTC F G K J F
ATC 1 2 3 4 1

Table 4.1: Checked zones and AGVs.
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4.4 Limitations of the Detection and Avoidance Algorithms

In the simulation model, unit tests are implemented to verify if the inevitable two-cycle deadlock
avoidance algorithm behaves as intended. Also extensive simulations for both orthogonal and
hexagonal layouts are run to verify the algorithm. These simulations clarify the limitations of the
algorithm, which will now be explained. The description and results of the tests and simulations
can be found in Chapter 8.

Expected limitations
When the permissive variant of the algorithm is set, a mono-cycle deadlock arises often. Such a
situation is depicted in Figure 4.6, where the driving direction of the AGVs that are involved in
the deadlock is depicted by the arrow on the AGV. The deadlock arises when a zone to reserve of a
checked AGV is yet unknown. This is the case when the checked AGV has reached its destination,
and is still (un)loading. Then the considered AGV is allowed to reserve its next zone, as it cannot
be predicted that a deadlock will arise. Although it was expected that this type of deadlock would
occur, it was not expected that it would occur so often. So, it can be concluded that it is extremely
important to know the first next zone for each AGV in the mono-cycle avoidance algorithm. A
measure is required to deal with an unknown zone to reserve of a checked AGV. This is discussed
in Chapter 5.

Figure 4.6: Snip of an orthogonal system
that shows a mono-cycle deadlock.

Figure 4.7: Snip of an orthogonal system
that shows a multi-cycle deadlock.

Furthermore, a new type of deadlock arises: the two-cycle deadlock, as is depicted in Figure 4.7 and
will be explained in Chapter 5. The driving direction of the AGVs that are involved in the deadlock
is depicted by the arrow at the AGV. This is as expected, as the mono-cycle deadlock algorithm
can only avoid mono-cycle deadlocks. As a result of avoiding mono-cycle deadlocks, this new type
of deadlock arises. The deadlock appears in both the restrictive and the permissive variant of
the mono-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm and cannot be detected by the current detection
algorithm. Therefore, the deadlock detection should be extended to cover these type of deadlocks
as well. Moreover, it would be desirable to also extend the deadlock avoidance algorithm so that
these type of deadlocks would not even arise. The characteristics of the multi-cycle deadlock and
the extended deadlock detection and avoidance algorithms are discussed Chapter 5.

Unexpected limitations
In a considerable percentage of runs, a mono-cycle deadlock arises immediately when an AGV
receives a new path, since the AGV then immediately waits for the AGV occupying the second
zone of the new path (the final zone of the old path is now the first zone of the new path). Often,
an other path with a different first zone could have been selected which would not have resulted
in a deadlock. Therefore, a procedure is implemented that decides if a new path can be assigned
to the AGV without causing an initial deadlock. This initial deadlock-free path procedure is
explained in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Multi-Cycle Deadlock

When a deadlock avoidance algorithm is implemented that avoids mono-cycle deadlock, an AGV
can be prohibited from reserving its next zone even though that zone is available, since otherwise a
mono-cycle deadlock would occur. This may lead to the emergence of a different type of deadlock,
the multi-cycle deadlock. This chapter first describes the characteristics of the multi-cycle deadlock.
Subsequently, the detection and avoidance algorithm are explained. Finally, the limitations of both
algorithms are illustrated.

5.1 Characteristics of the Multi-Cycle Deadlock

In a multi-cycle deadlock, multiple impending cycles compete for a specific zone [1]. All zones in
the impending cycles are occupied, except for the one zone where the cycles overlap. The only
AGVs that are not blocked by other AGVs are the ones that could move into the one shared, empty
zone. This is prohibited, however, since the AGV would enter and because of its driving direction
would complete the opposite cycle so that a mono-cycle deadlock would be formed. Figure 5.1a
and 5.1b show the smallest configuration of a two-cycle deadlock where the AGVs in front of the
empty, shared zone want to drive straight ahead for respectively the orthogonal and the hexagonal
grid. Involved AGVs are coloured red, prohibited AGVs orange.

(a) For the orthogonal grid. (b) For the hexagonal grid.

Figure 5.1: Smallest configurations of a two-cycle deadlock. Involved AGVs are coloured red,
prohibited AGVs orange.
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We will explain the deadlock that has been formed in Figure 5.1a. Two impending cycles can be
distinguished: AGV 6, 1, 2 and empty zone K together form an impending cycle, as do AGV 3, 4, 5
and empty zone K. In a two-cycle deadlock, the two impending cycles share the one empty zone.
Clearly, AGV 2 and 5 are prohibited to move into the empty zone because this would result in
a mono-cycle deadlock of respectively AGV 6, 1, 2 and 5 and AGV 3, 4, 5 and 1. As a result,
none of the AGVs 1 to 6 is allowed to move so the AGVs together form a two-cycle deadlock, even
though the circular wait condition of Coffman is not met. We state that AGV 2 indirectly waits
for AGV 3 to release the zone, as does AGV 5 for AGV 6. If these indirect dependencies are taken
into account, AGV 1 to 6 form a circular wait that is interrupted twice by empty zone K. This
property will be used to detect multi-cycle deadlock, as will later be explained. As can be seen,
in the orthogonal grid a two-cycle deadlock can be formed starting from six AGVs, while in the
hexagonal grid four AGVs can be sufficient to form a two-cycle deadlock.

Similarly to mono-cycle deadlocks, multi-cycle deadlocks can vary in the number of AGVs involved
in it, in the form of the deadlock, and in the tails connected to it. Also the number of impending
cycles can differ. Theoretically, the number of cycles can grow without boundaries. However, in
practise this is restricted by the size of the grid. Furthermore, because they are more complex,
multi-cycle deadlocks containing multiple impending cycles are less likely to occur than multi-cycle
deadlocks containing only a few impending cycles. In order to illustrate a multi-cycle deadlock
containing more than two impending cycles, two possible configurations of a three-cycle deadlock
and the abstract configuration of the former example are shown in Figure 5.2. In a three-cycle
deadlock, one impending cycle is connected with two other impending cycles causing it to have
two empty zones in the cycle. In Figure 5.2a this impending cycle that consists of AGV 3 and 7
and empty zone F and K, in Figure 5.2b it is the cycle formed by AGV 5, 6, and empty zone G
and K.

(a) Containing four prohibited
AGVs.

(b) Containing three prohib-
ited AGVs.

Figure 5.2: Two examples of a three-cycle deadlock.

In previous examples, the AGVs that are not blocked want to drive straight ahead. A deadlock
could also arise if these prohobited AGVs would want to turn. An example is shown in Figure 5.3a.
To determine if an empty zone to reserve may be entered by an AGV, the next zone to reserve of
the prohibited AGV needs to be considered. In other words, the driving direction of the prohibited
AGV is important. For example, consider Figure 5.3b: a variant of Figure 5.3a, where AGV 2
wants to turn right instead of turn left. AGV 2 is allowed to reserve zone K and then turn within
that zone so that it is pointed to the west, as this does not result in a mono-cycle deadlock. The
situation that then would arise is depicted in Figure 5.3c. As can be seen, AGV 1 is nor blocked
neither prohibited and thus free to reserve its next zone.
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(a) Two-cycle deadlock where
the prohibited AGVs want to
turn left.

(b) Deadlock-free scenario
where AGV 2 wants to turn
right instead of left.

(c) Deadlock-free scenario
obtained after AGV 2 has re-
served its next zone.

Figure 5.3: Variations of an (almost) two-cycle deadlock.

In a hexagonal grid, a three-cycle deadlock can arise in the same way as it does in an orthogonal
grid. However, also a different type of three-cycle deadlock can occur. This type of deadlock
contains only one empty zone, as is shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: A three-cycle deadlock containing only one empty zone.

5.2 Detection of the Multi-Cycle Deadlock

In a multi-cycle deadlock, the circular wait condition does not hold as the zone to reserve of
prohibited AGV’s is empty. So, these AGVs are not waiting for another AGV to release the zone.
As a result, the deadlock detection algorithm that checks for cycles in the adjacency matrix cannot
detect a multi-cycle deadlock. In order to do so indirect dependencies between AGVs need to be
considered as well. Therefore, in the modified wait-for graph an edge from vertex i to vertex j
implies that AGV i’s n-th zone to reserve is the currently last reserved zone of AGV j, given that
AGV i’s (n− 1)-th zones to reserve are empty. The corresponding adjacency matrix is called the
dependency matrix.

Because indirect dependencies are taken into account as well, a cycle in the dependency matrix
does not necessarily imply that a deadlock exists in the system. It only implies that the modified
circular wait condition is valid: AGVs form a circular chain, such that each AGV directly or
indirectly waits for a zone that is held by the next AGV in the chain. This condition is necessary
for a multi-cycle deadlock to occur, but not sufficient. An additional method is required to evaluate
if a deadlock has arisen, as will be explained in Section 5.2.2.
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5.2.1 Constructing the Dependency Matrix

Similarly to the adjacency matrix, the dependency matrix is a square matrix, where the number
of rows and columns equals the number of AGVs in a system, n. It is constructed by iterating over
all AGVs. Maximal one dependency per AGV can be present. Taken into account both direct and
indirect dependencies, the dependency matrix D is constructed as follows:

Di,j =


k, if AGV i’s k-th zone to reserve is the last reserved zone of AGV j,

and all AGV i’s (k − 1)-th zones to reserve are empty.

0, otherwise.

(5.1)

As stated before, a zone is empty if it is not an AGV’s last reserved zone. A value of Di,j > 1
implies an indirect dependency between the two AGVs. An example of an indirect dependency
is given in Figure 5.2b, where AGV 1 is indirectly dependent on AGV 2 since zone G and K are
both empty, so that D1,2 = 3. We state that an AGV is not dependent on any other AGV if its
first KD empty zones to reserve are empty. So, because 1 ≤ k ≤ KD, it holds that 0 ≤ Di,j ≤ KD.
This cap is required since otherwise the number of empty zones that is considered could become
very large which slows down the algorithm, while the dependency between AGVs only becomes
weaker. With every empty zone that is encountered it becomes less likely that a deadlock will be
detected, since the number of cycles that the deadlock contains grows with the number of empty
zones in it, and deadlocks are more unlikely to occur as the number of cycles in it increases.

The required inputs to construct the dependency matrix are the reservation array of the system,
the last reserved zone of each AGV and the first KD zones to reserve of each AGV. If a dependency
cannot be determined because the k-th zone to reserve is unknown and all (k − 1)-th zones are
empty, no dependency is stored in the adjacency matrix.

5.2.2 Analysing the Dependency Matrix for Cycles

Next, Algorithm 1 is applied to detect cycles in the dependency matrix. If no involved AGVs
have been found, no cycle has been detected so there certainly is no deadlock in the system. If
involved AGVs have been found, the system contains at least one (impending) cycles. As for each
cycle it must be verified if the cycle implies that a deadlock has occurred, first the separate cycles
are identified by evaluating the involved AGVs and their dependencies. If a cycle contains no
indirect dependencies the circular wait condition of Coffman is valid thus a mono-cycle deadlock
is detected. If a modified cycle is detected, i.e. a cycle that contains indirect dependencies in
the dependency matrix and thus empty zones, it has to be checked if a multi-cycle deadlock has
arisen. The dependency matrix solely does not provide enough information to determine this. The
number of times each empty zone in the cycle is checked has to be evaluated. From all multi-cycle
deadlock examples it can be learned that:

Statement: If in a modified cycle an empty zone is checked more than once, then the AGVs in
front of the empty zone, that are part of the modified cycle, may not reserve it in order to prevent
deadlock.

This implies that if all empty zones in the modified cycle are checked more than once, then a
multi-cycle deadlock is detected. As a result, no multi-cycle deadlock can exists if one or more
empty zones are checked once. If there would be an empty zone that was checked once, the AGV in
front of it would be allowed to reserve it, so there would be no deadlock. A closed cycle, modified
or not, is a cycle that does not contain any zones that are checked exactly once. Furthermore, an
empty zone can only be part of a deadlock if at least two AGVs that want to reserve the zone will
leave it in different directions. This statement is supported by a counterexample: If the AGVs
will leave the zone in the same direction, a cycle will be detected in which the empty zone is only
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checked once which contradicts a deadlock exists. This is illustrated by the no-deadlock situation
shown in Figure 5.3b, in which both AGV 2 and AGV 5 want to reserve zone K and leave it in
the same outgoing direction. The cycle that will be detected, however, only involves AGV 6, 1
and 2, and not AGV 5.

In the hexagonal grid, an empty zone in a multi-cycle deadlock can be checked twice or trice.
If the zone is checked twice, four of the six edges of the zone cannot be traversed since the two
AGVs enter and leave the zone via different edges. The other two edges of the empty zone may
be traversed. So although the zone is part of a multi-cycle deadlock, it may be reserved. This is
illustrated by the system shown in Figure 5.1b, where an AGV would be able to drive through
zone L, K and H subsequently.

5.2.3 Example

Consider the no-deadlock situation shown in Figure 5.5 and the dependency matrix D given by
Equation 5.2, that corresponds to the no-deadlock situation. The dependency matrix also corres-
ponds to the deadlock situation depicted in Figure 5.3a. So obviously a dependency matrix solely
does not provide enough information to evaluate if a multi-cycle deadlock has arisen because it
can represent both deadlock and no-deadlock situations. When the dependency matrix is analysed
for cycles a modified cycle will be found consisting of AGV 1 to 6. Two indirect dependencies are
stored in the matrix, so an empty zone is checked twice. Whereas in the no-deadlock situation the
checked empty zones are zone K and N , in the deadlock situation zone K is checked twice. The
statement holds for both examples.

D =


0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 2
1 0 0 0 0 0

 (5.2)

Figure 5.5: Example of a no-deadlock situation and its dependency matrix.

5.3 Avoidance of the Multi-Cycle Deadlock

We extend the mono-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm as proposed in Chapter 4 so that it can
avoid multi-cycle deadlock as well. This is achieved by evaluating if a (modified) circular wait
would arise when the considered AGV would reserve its next zone. If a (modified) circular wait
is predicted, the number of empty zones in the cycle and the number of times each empty zone
occurs is evaluated in order to determine whether a mono-cycle or multi-cycle deadlock would
arise. Again, a reservation is only allowed if this does not lead to a deadlock.

The algorithm works the same in essence. It is executed if the zone to reserve is empty and thus
available to be reserved. Then it is checked if the next zone to reserve, the zone to check, is empty
as well. However, in contrast to Algorithm 2 the multi-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm is not
terminated when a zone to check is empty, since empty zones do occur in a multi-cycle deadlock.
Instead, if the zone to check is empty, the next next zone of the AGV to check is selected as new
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zone to check. If this zone is empty as well, the third next zone of the AGV to check is checked,
etcetera. The checked zones and AGVs are stored in a matrix. The algorithm is terminated when
the number of empty zones that is checked once, nEZCO, the zone to reserve excluded, exceeds
a certain threshold value, KA, or until an already checked occupied zone is checked again, which
implies a (modified) cycle. This cap KA is required in the avoidance algorithm for the same reason
as the cap KD is required in the detection algorithm.

If a cycle has been found by the avoidance algorithm, it is evaluated the same way as is done in the
multi-cycle deadlock detection algorithm: the number of empty zones in the cycle that is checked
once, nEZCO, is validated. If this number equals zero, the cycle is closed hence a deadlock is
predicted. Else, no deadlock is predicted. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm.
Compared to the mono-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm, more global information is required
as not only the next but the KA next zones of a checked AGV may be considered.

Algorithm 3 Multi-cycle deadlock avoidance.
Input • Algorithm settings: restrictiveVariant (boolean), value of KA.

• Considered AGV, and the zone to reserve and the next KA zones to reserve of that AGV.
• Reservation array, to check if a zone is occupied, i.e. the last reserved zone of an AGV.
• The next KA zones for each AGV.

Output: deadlockPredicted (boolean).

1: Procedure: AvoidMultiCycleDeadlock.
2: Initialization: cycleDetected ← false, deadlockPredicted ← false, checkedZones ← [ ],
3: iZoneToCheck ← 2, nEZCO ← 0, zoneToCheck ← iZoneToCheck-th
4: next zone of the considered AGV.
5: while zoneToCheck 6= ∅

∧
nEZCO ≤ KA

∧
¬cycleDetected do

6: if zoneToCheck = occupied
∧

zoneToCheck ∈ checkedZones then
7: cycleDetected ← true
8: else if zoneToCheck = occupied then
9: zoneToCheck ← [checkedZones, zoneToCheck]

10: iZoneToCheck ← 1
11: agvToCheck ← the AGV occupying the zoneToCheck
12: zoneToCheck ← the iZoneToCheck-th next zone of the agvToCheck
13: else
14: iZoneToCheck ← iZoneToCheck + 1
15: zoneToCheck ← the iZoneToCheck-th next zone of the agvToCheck
16: update nEZCO by evaluating checkedZones

17: deadlockPredicted ← (cycleDetected
∧

nEmptyZonesInCycleThatOccurOnce = 0)
∨

18: (zoneToCheck = ∅
∧

iZoneToCheck = 1
∧

restrictiveVariant)

The unknown next zones of the considered AGV and the checked AGVs are handled in the same
way as for the mono-cycle avoidance algorithm, so the multi-cycle avoidance algorithm has a
permissive and a restrictive variant. In order to avoid deadlocks that occur because the next zone
of a checked AGV is unknown, the path of the checked AGV is extended if possible. This is
possible as long as the last known zone of the (extended) path of the checked AGV has only one
successor zone. The path will be extended until it contains KA zones.

When KA empty zones are considered, up to KA-cycle deadlocks can be predicted. As a result,
(KA+1)-cycle deadlocks can not be predicted and can thus occur in the system, and therefore need
to be detected by the detection algorithm. As will be illustrated in the next example, KD = KA+1
is sufficient to detect deadlocks that could not be avoided because the number of empty zones that
is checked exactly once is limited. For this reason, in the simulation model KD is set to KA + 1.
Furthermore, the paths of AGVs will also be extended in the deadlock detection algorithm, so that
the algorithm indeed always considers more (empty) zones than the deadlock avoidance algorithm.
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5.3.1 Example

We illustrate the algorithm with an example, where KA = 3. Consider Situaion 1, depicted in
Figure 5.6a. The AGVs that are not blocked want to drive straight ahead. The considered AGV
is the encircled AGV, AGV 5. It wants to reserve the next zone of its path, zone H. The avoidance
algorithm is called. In Table 5.1 the checked zones (ZTC ), checked AGVs (ATC ), and the number
of empty zones that is checked once (nEZCO) are listed. The considered AGV and the zone to
reserve are stored in the table as this represents the situation that would arise if the reservation
would be allowed. As can been seen, the algorithm is terminated when in total three empty zones
are checked once, hence no deadlock is predicted and the AGV if allowed to reserve its next zone.
This situation is depicted in Figure 5.6a, where the encircled AGV has just reserved its next zone
(already coloured dark orange).

In Situation 2, depicted in Figure 5.6b, the AGV wants to reserve the next zone of its path
again, which is now zone I. In Table 5.1 is listed that at most two empty zones are checked once.
Notice that the number of empty zones that is checked once decreases when an empty zone is
encountered for the second time. Eventually a cycle is detected, and the reservation is not allowed
as it is predicted that a three-cycle deadlock would arise. In fact, none of the depicted AGVs is
allowed to reserve a next zone since in all situations a deadlock is predicted. Hence, the AGVs in
Figure 5.6b form a four-cycle deadlock. In order to detect this cycle, indeed KD > KA empty zones
need to be considered in the deadlock detection algorithm as here, in contrast to the avoidance
algorithm, the zone to reserve counts as empty zone.

(a) Situation 1: The encircled AGV is
allowed to reserve its next zone.

(b) Situation 2: The encircled AGV is
not allowed to reserve its next zone.

Figure 5.6: Example of the deadlock avoidance algorithm where KA = 3 and the encircled AGV
want to reserve the next zones of its path. The zones A to R and the AGVs 1 to 10 are numbered
in respectively alphabetical and ascending order from the top left to the bottom right zone. The
number of empty zones that is encountered when checking the particular empty zone for the first
time is indicated by the number in the zone.

Table 5.1: Bookkeeping of the checked zones (ZTC), checked AGVs (ATC) and the number of
empty zones that is checked once (nEZCO) of the example shown in Figure 5.6.

Situation 1 Situation 2
ZTC H I J K I J K L R Q K E E J P O I
ATC 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 6 10 9 0 4 3 0 8 7 5
nEZCO 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

5.4 Limitations of the Detection and Avoidance Algorithms

In the simulation model, unit tests are implemented to verify if the inevitable two-cycle deadlock
avoidance algorithm behaves as intended. Also extensive simulations for both orthogonal and
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hexagonal layouts are run to verify the algorithm. These simulations clarify the limitations of the
algorithm, which will now be explained. The description and results of the tests and simulations
can be found in Chapter 8.

Expected limitations
Firstly, because the paths of checked AGVs are extended (required when a checked AGV occupies
the final zone of its path) in the deadlock avoidance algorithm, there arise hardly any mono-cycle
deadlocks. Although, this is the case when each pick-up or drop-off location has only one successor
zone so that the path of the checked AGV could indeed be extended. Mono-cycle deadlocks do
never arise, as the mono-cycle avoidance algorithm has enough information to determine whether
or not this type of deadlock would arise. In these layouts two-cycle deadlocks arise more often,
namely when the next next zone of a checked AGV is unknown. Because in these layouts the first
zone to check is never unknown, the restrictive and permissive variant are exactly the same.

When a pick-up or drop-off location has multiple successor zones, the path of a checked AGV,
(un)loading at its destination, could not be extended. When in these situations a permissive
avoidance algorithm is set, mono-cycle deadlocks can still arise as no deadlock was predicted, as
is explained in Chapter 4.

Furthermore, besides the multi-cycle deadlock, a new type of deadlock arises: the inevitable two-
cycle deadlock, as is depicted in Figure 5.7. The driving direction of the AGVs that are involved
in the deadlock is indicated by the arrow depicted at it. The encircled AGV is prohibited from
reserving its next zone as this would result in a two-cycle deadlock. All other AGVs involved in
the deadlock are blocked. So, the two-cycle deadlock is inevitable from this situation. Moreover,
the AGVs form a deadlock together in the current situation, which is therefore called an inevitable
two-cycle deadlock. The deadlock appears in both variants of the multi-cycle deadlock avoidance
algorithm and cannot be detected by the current detection algorithm. Therefore, the deadlock
detection should be extended to cover these type of deadlocks as well. Moreover, it would be
desirable to also extend the deadlock avoidance algorithm so that these type of deadlocks would
not even arise. The characteristics of the inevitable two-cycle deadlock and the extended deadlock
detection and avoidance algorithms are discussed Chapter 7.

Figure 5.7: Snip of an orthogonal system that shows an inevitable two-cycle deadlock. The
prohibited AGV is encircled.

Unexpected limitations
Although the initial deadlock-free path procedure is executed every time a new path is assigned
to an AGV, initial deadlocks do still arise. The initial deadlock will be a multi-cycle deadlock in
layouts where each destination has only one successor zone, and can be either a mono-cycle or a
multi-cycle deadlock for layouts that do not have this property. It occurs because of two reasons.
Firstly, in some cases an initial deadlock-free path is available but not selected, because limited
information about an AGVs next next zone to reserve (i.e., the third zone of its new path) is
considered when a new path is assigned to the AGV. Secondly, in some cases no deadlock-free new
path is available any more when an AGV finished (un)loading, because limited information about
the next zones of the (un)loading AGV was available. This will be elaborated on in Chapter 6.
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Initial Deadlock-Free New Path

In a considerable percentage of runs, a deadlock arises immediately when an AGV receives a new
path, since then the AGV directly waits for the AGV occupying the second zone of the new path
(the final zone of the old path is now the first zone of the new path), which result in a deadlock.
Often, an other path with a different first zone could have been assigned to the AGV that would
not have resulted in a deadlock. For this reason, it must be checked a new path can be assigned
to the AGV without causing an initial deadlock. This chapter first describes the procedure to
check if a new path is deadlock-free initially. Subsequently, the limitations of this procedure that
followed from simulations are described.

6.1 The Initial Deadlock-Free Path Procedure

The initial deadlock-free path procedure is executed every time a new path is assigned to an AGV.
For this procedure, the avoidance algorithm is called, where the zone to reserve is the current zone
that the AGV occupies, i.e. the final zone of the AGV’s current path as well as the first zone of
the AGV’s new path. The next zone to reserve is the second zone of the new path of the AGV.
So, it is checked if it would have been allowed to reserve the final zone of the AGV’s path when
the second zone of the new path would have been the next zone to reserve. In Figure 6.1, the zone
to reserve is red encircled, and the two possible next zones to reserve are encircled in blue.

When the deadlock avoidance algorithm is called if an AGV wants to reserve its next zone, the
current zone of the considered AGV is already considered empty, since it will eventually become
empty when the AGV moves to its zone to reserve. This is not the case when the deadlock
avoidance algorithm is called in the initial deadlock-free path procedure. In this case, the zone
to reserve is not the next zone, but the current zone of the considered AGV. Therefore, this zone
will not be released by the considered AGV.

If a deadlock is predicted in the initial deadlock-free path procedure, the reservation would not
have been allowed. Because the final zone is already reserved, however, the first zone of the new
path may not be assigned as next zone to the AGV. Hence, a different path with a different zone
to reserve (i.e., the second zone of the path) must be selected. Because in the avoidance algorithm
an AGV is only allowed to reserve its final zone if at least one of the possible next zones can be
reserved afterwards without ending up in a deadlock, in theory there will always be a next zone
to reserve that does not lead to a deadlock situation. In the simulation model, we implemented
that - if for some reason there is no deadlock-free path available - the lowest cost path is assigned
to the AGV. The deadlock will then be detected by the deadlock detection algorithm.
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6.2 Limitations

Although the initial deadlock-free path procedure is executed every time a new path is assigned
to an AGV, initial deadlocks do still arise. It occurs because of two reasons. Firstly, in some cases
an initial deadlock-free path is available but not selected, because limited information about an
AGVs next next zone to reserve (i.e., the third zone of its new path) is considered when a new
path is assigned to the AGV. Secondly, in some cases no deadlock-free new path is available any
more when an AGV finished (un)loading, because limited information about the next zones of the
(un)loading AGV was available.

Deadlock-free path available, but not selected.
When the multi-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm is set, an initial deadlock-free path could be
available at the time an AGV receives a new path, but not be selected. This can be explained
because the initial deadlock-free path algorithm only checks if it would have been allowed to reserve
the final zone of the AGV’s path when the first zone of the new path would have been the next zone
to reserve. In some situations, however, the one path (with next zone to reserve A, and next next
zone to reserve B) does immediately result in a deadlock, while the other path (with next zone to
reserve A, and next next zone to reserve C) would not have resulted in a deadlock. However, the
possible next next zones to reserve are not considered and, as a result, the deadlock-free new path
is not selected. Especially when the successor zone of a destination is always known, so when only
one zone could be reserved next, a lot of deadlocks occur due to this limitation, since then the
initial deadlock-free path procedure has no effect at all. For the mono-cycle avoidance algorithm,
this is no limitation, as then the algorithm is terminated when one empty zone is encountered.

Deadlock-free path not available.
If no initial deadlock-free new path was available to be be assigned to an AGV, it most likely
would have been better if the AGV was told to wait at its current zone, without having received
a new path, until a deadlock-free path could have been assigned to it. However, since it was quite
time consuming to implement this into the simulation model, and as it was predicted that only
infrequently no deadlock-free path could be assigned to the AGV, the other approach was selected.

This prediction appeared to be incorrect, even though it was stated than an AGV is only allowed
to reserve its next zone if if at least one of the possible next zones can be reserved next without
causing a deadlock. Often no initial deadlock-free path was available for the concerned AGV.
Although a initial deadlock-free successor zone was available when the AGV reserved its final
zone, this was not longer the case when the AGV had reached the zone and finished (un)loading.
While the AGV drove to its final zone and (un)loaded the job, yet to receive a new destination
and path, other AGVs could reserve the zone that should have remained empty for this AGV to
be able to leave its destination without immediately ending up in a deadlock. These reservations
were allowed, however, because when these AGV checked the (un)loading AGV, the (un)loading
AGV’s next zone (if the final zone had multiple successor zones) or next next zone (if the final
zone had only one successor) was not yet known.

Figure 6.1: Snip of a hexagonal system that shows a mono-cycle deadlock.
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An example of an initial deadlock is depicted in Figure 6.1. The considered AGV is the AGV
whose path is shown. In principle, it can leave its current zone in southwestern or northwestern
direction. At the time the AGV reserved its final zone, there was still a successor zone that could
have been reserved without causing a deadlock. However, at time of computing the new path,
both options lead to a mono-cycle deadlock. As can been seen, in a hexagonal layout already one
AGV can be sufficient to block one outgoing direction by connecting to the AGV that blocked the
other outgoing direction. In an orthogonal system, this would require at least two AGVs, which
makes this type of deadlocks less likely to occur in such layouts.
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Inevitable Multi-Cycle Deadlock

The multi-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm predicts whether or not reserving a zone immedi-
ately results in a mono-cycle or multi-cycle deadlock. When this algorithm is implemented, an
AGV can be prohibited from reserving its next zone even though that zone is available, since
otherwise a two-cycle deadlock would occur. This may lead to the emergence of the inevitable
two-cycle deadlock. This chapter first describes the characteristics of this new type of deadlock.
Subsequently, the detection and avoidance algorithm, and the limitations of the algorithms are
explained. Because of the avoidance algorithm, the inevitable three-cycle deadlock arises. This
deadlock type, and the additionally required deadlock detection algorithm, are described lastly.

7.1 Characteristics of the Inevitable Two-Cycle Deadlock

The inevitable two-cycle deadlock occurs when a modified cycle contains one AGV whose zone
to reserve is empty and encountered once in the modified cycle, that is prohibited from reserving
this zone. If the situation will not change and the AGV remains prohibited, this is a deadlock
situation. The is the case if, when the avoidance algorithm is called for the prohibited AGV,
all checked AGVs are either blocked, or prohibited from reserving their next zone, because that
zone is encountered multiple times. Figure 7.1a and 7.1b show the smallest configurations of an
inevitable two-cycle deadlock for respectively the orthogonal and hexagonal grid. Involved AGVs
are coloured red, the prohibited AGV is coloured orange. De driving direction of the prohibited
AGV is indicated by the orange arrow. The blocked AGVs are assumed to drive straight ahead.

(a) For the orthogonal grid. (b) For the hexagonal grid.

Figure 7.1: Smallest configurations of an inevitable two-cycle deadlock. Involved AGVs are
coloured red, prohibited AGVs orange.
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We will explain the deadlock that has been formed in Figure 7.1a. The cycle that is formed by
AGV 1 to 6 contains one non-blocked AGV, AGV 2. This AGV is prohibited from reserving its
next zone as this would result in the two-cycle deadlock depicted in Figure 5.1a - with a different
AGV numbering. Since all the AGVs that are checked in the avoidance algorithm, other than the
considered AGV, are either blocked or prohibited from reserving their next zone as that zone is
checked more than once, an inevitable two-cycle deadlock has been formed.

So, an inevitable two-cycle deadlock arises in a modified cycle that contains one non-blocked AGV
that wants to reserve an empty zone that is checked once (in rare cases, the modified cycle contains
multiple empty zones that are checked once in a row - so, still one non-blocked AGV). This can be
substantiated by the fact that closed cycles are avoided by the multi-cycle avoidance algorithm.
Subsequently, the highest risk for a closed cycle is formed by an impending cycle that contains
one non-blocked AGV in front of an empty zone that is checked once. In some situations a two-
cycle deadlock is inevitable not one declined reservation, but a number of AGV movements before
it occurs. More precisely, if eventually an inevitable two-cycle deadlock will arise the deadlock
becomes inevitable when a cycle with two non-blocked AGVs in front of empty zones that are
checked once, turns into a cycle with one non-blocked AGV whose zone to reserve is empty and
checked once. When the deadlock has not yet occurred but nonetheless is inevitable, the AGV
system is in an unsafe state. An example of an unsafe state in which a two-cycle deadlock is
inevitable is depicted in Figure 7.5a. It is already clear that an inevitable two-cycle deadlock will
arise, although two AGV movements are possible before the deadlock will be predicted by the
multi-cycle avoidance algorithm and the AGVs cannot drive any further.

(a) Two reservations before. (b) One reservation before. (c) No reservations possible.

Figure 7.2: Inevitable two-cycle deadlock situation.

The AGVs in a modified cycle can be seen as an AGV snake. A snake is a chain of AGVs, such
that each AGV waits for the zone that is held by the next AGV in the chain, except for the AGV
at the head of the chain. That AGV’s zone to reserve is empty. For example, in Figure 7.5a AGV 1
to 6 form a snake. In some situations, the modified cycle contains exactly one empty zones that is
checked once. Then the next zone to reserve of the AGV at the head of the snake, is by definition
the zone that the AGV at the tail of the snake currently occupies. For example, in Figure 7.5a
also solely AGV 1, 2, and 6 form a snake, in which AGV 1 forms the head and AGV 2 forms the
tail of the snake. The modified cycle exists of zone F, G, J and K. AGV 1’s next zone to reserve
is the zone currently occupied by AGV 2. As long as an AGV’s next zone to reserve is part of the
modified cycle, there will be no deadlock since then all AGVs stay within the cycle. With every
reservation, the empty zone in the cycle shifts. The AGV that first formed the head now forms
the tail of the snake, as is illustrated by AGV 1 in Figure 7.5b. However, a deadlock might arise if
an AGV’s next zone to reserve is not part of the cycle hence the AGV wants to leave the modified
cycle. Namely, if the AGV would not be allowed to reserve its next zone because this would lead
to a deadlock, it becomes prohibited. If the prohibited AGV is the only non-blocked AGV in the
detected cycle, the situation will not change in the future and the AGV will remain prohibited.
Since all other AGVs in the modified cycle are blocked, a deadlock has arisen.
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7.2 Detection of the Inevitable Two-Cycle Deadlock

Only small adjustments are required to apply the Multi-Cycle Deadlock Detection approach to
detect inevitable two-cycle deadlocks. Firstly, the adjacency matrix is constructed according to
Equation 5.1. Then, Algorithm 1 is applied to detect cycles in the dependency matrix. This is
similar as for the multi-cycle deadlock detection. But now, when a modified cycle is detected that
contains one non-blocked AGV, the algorithm is not terminated. Instead, it is evaluated if an
inevitable two-cycle deadlock has been formed. This is done as follows:

1. The multi-cycle avoidance algorithm, algorithm 3, is run for the non-blocked AGV to de-
termine whether or not it is prohibited from reserving its next zone. If the reservation is
allowed, no inevitable two-cycle deadlock has arisen. However, if the AGV is prohibited from
reserving its next zone it needs to be verified if a deadlock has arisen.

2. For each AGV that is checked in the deadlock avoidance algorithm, it is analysed if this
AGV is either blocked, or prohibited from reserving its next zone, as that zone is checked
more than once. If this holds for all AGVs, the non-blocked AGV will remain prohibited
hence an inevitable two-cycle deadlock is detected.

7.3 Avoidance of the Inevitable Two-Cycle Deadlock

We extend the multi-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm as proposed in Chapter 5 so that it can
avoid inevitable two-cycle deadlock as well. Currently, when a modified cycle that contains one
empty zone that is checked once is detected, the algorithm is terminated as this implies there is no
deadlock. Now, the algorithm is extended by evaluating if a deadlock would arise when the first
AGV would leave the cycle. Because - by definition of the modified cycle - the next zone of each
AGV lays within the modified cycle, this will be the first AGV for which its next next zone is not
part of the modified cycle. Or, if all AGV’s next next zones are part of the cycle as well, this will
be the first AGV for which the third next zone (i.e., the next next next zone) is not part of the
modified cycle, etcetera. The AGV that leaves the cycle first is found by fictitiously moving the
AGVs to their next zone(s) to reserve. For that AGV, part of the deadlock avoidance algorithm
is called again, where the zone to reserve is part of the cycle and the next zone to reserve is not.
Because the reservation array is not updated according to the fictitious scenario, an alternative
reservation array has to be used for the AGVs that have fictitiously moved one or multiple zones.
Again, a cycle containing one non-blocked AGV in front of an empty zone that is checked once,
the inevitable deadlock check could be performed, etcetera.

So, the deadlock avoidance algorithm is now a recursive procedure. For convenience and to keep
the complexity of the algorithm low, the algorithm is terminated when a second inevitable deadlock
check is required to evaluate whether or not a deadlock arises if the initially considered AGV would
reserve its next zone. Then we state that no deadlock has been predicted. Furthermore, if in the
inevitable deadlock check the first checked zone of a checked AGV is empty, we also state no
deadlock has been detected, for both restrictive and permissive variants. This is different than in
the check that evaluates if a deadlock occurs immediately. This is set because if the deadlock would
have been falsely predicted which in turn would lead to a deadlock, complex situations would arise
that could not have been detected by the detection algorithm. Such a situation is undesirable
as then the deadlock could not be resolved. Because of this decision, the permissiveness of the
algorithm has no influence on the inevitable deadlock check.

Figure 7.4 shows the flow chart of the deadlock avoidance algorithm. By setting the following
three input parameters, the algorithm can function as any of the deadlock avoidance algorithms:
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• KA: The considered number of empty zones that is checked once.

• R/P : The permissiveness of the algorithm: Restrictive (R), or Permissive (P).

• tIDC: The total number of inevitable two-cycle deadlock checks that may be performed.

So, if KA = 0, no avoidance algorithm is set. Setting KA = 1 selects the mono-cycle avoidance
algorithm, and KA ≥ 2 selects a multi-cycle avoidance algorithm that can avoid up to KA-
cycle deadlocks. As can be understood from Figure 7.4, the value of tIDC is only of influence
when KA ≥ 2. If this is the case and tIDC is set to zero, no inevitable two-cycle deadlock check
is selected. If tIDC is set to one, the inevitable two-cycle deadlock check may be performed once
each time the algorithm is called.

7.3.1 Example

We illustrate the algorithm with an example. Consider the situation depicted in Figure 7.3a. The
considered AGV is AGV 5. It wants to reserve the next zone of its path, zone L. The avoidance
algorithm is called. In Table 7.1 the checked zones (ZTC), checked AGVs (ATC) and the number
of empty zones that is checked once (nEZCO) are listed. As can be seen, a modified cycle is
detected that consists of zone K, J, F and G. The cycle contains one AGV in front of an empty
zone that is checked once, that are AGV 1 and zone G. Now, it is determined which AGV will
leave the modified cycle first. AGV 1 will fictitiously move to zone G, AGV 6 to zone F, and
subsequently AGV 2 will move to zone J. Then AGV 1 wants to move to zone K, and thereafter
leave the cycle. This situation, situation 2, is depicted in Figure 7.3b. Now the avoidance algorithm
is called again, for AGV 1 this time. A mono-cycle deadlock is detected (even though the depicted
situation is a two-cycle deadlock). As a result, AGV 5 is not allowed to reserve zone L, as this
will lead to a two-cycle deadlock eventually.

(a) Situation A: AGV 5 wants to reserve
zone L.

(b) Situation B: AGV 1 wants to reserve
zone K, and thereafter zone O.

Figure 7.3: Example of the inevitable two-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm.

Table 7.1: Bookkeeping of the checked zones (ZTC), checked AGVs (ATC) and the number of
empty zones that is checked once (nEZCO) of the example shown in Figure 7.3.

Immediate deadlock check Inevitable deadlock check
ZTC L K J F G K G K O P L K J F G
ATC 5 2 6 1 0 2 1 0 3 4 5 0 2 6 1
nEZCO 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
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Figure 7.4: Flow chart of the inevitable multi-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm, with abbre-
viations: iZTC: index of the zone to check, nIDC: number of inevitable two-cycle deadlock checks
that is performed, nEZCO: the number of empty zones that is checked once.
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7.4 Limitations

In the simulation model, unit tests are implemented to verify if the inevitable two-cycle deadlock
avoidance algorithm behaves as intended. Also extensive simulations for both orthogonal and
hexagonal layouts are run to verify the algorithm. These simulations clarify the limitations of the
algorithm, which will now be explained. The description and results of the tests and simulations
can be found in Chapter 8.

Expected limitations
For the same reasons as mentioned in Chapter 5, i.e. unknown (next) next zones to reserve
of checked AGVs, two-cycle deadlocks, three-cycle deadlocks, and inevitable two-cycle deadlocks
arise when the inevitable two-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm is applied.

Because of the effective avoidance of inevitable two-cycle deadlocks, a new type of deadlock arises:
the inevitable three-cycle deadlock, as is depicted in Figure 7.5a. Again, the driving direction of
the AGVs that are involved in the deadlock is indicated by the arrow depicted at it. Both the non-
blocked AGVs in the modified cycle are prohibited from reserving their next zone, as this would,
in both cases, result in a three-cycle deadlock. For example, consider the encircled non-blocked
AGV in Figure 7.5a that wants to reserve its next zone. If the reservation would be allowed, the
situation shown in Figure 7.5b would arise. The modified cycle that then arises contains only one
non-blocked AGV, the other one. This AGV is not allowed to reserve its next zone, however, since
then immediately the three-cycle deadlock depicted in Figure 7.5c would arise. Exactly the same
holds for the other non-blocked AGV. So, since both non-blocked AGVs are not allowed to reserve
their next zone, an inevitable three-cycle deadlock has arisen. Similar to the inevitable two-cycle
deadlock, the deadlock appears in both variants of the multi-cycle inevitable-two-cycle deadlock
algorithm and cannot be detected by the current detection algorithm.

(a) Two reservations before. (b) One reservation before. (c) No reservations possible.

Figure 7.5: Snip of an orthogonal system that shows an inevitable three-cycle deadlock.

Unexpected limitations
An unexpected limitation is that the deadlock detection algorithm cannot detect all deadlocks
that arise. A deadlock cannot be detected when an AGV is prohibited from reserving its final
zone. This occurs when no deadlock-free next zone to reserve can be found (if the destination
has multiple successor zones, so the next zone is unknown), or when no deadlock-free next next
zone to reserve can be found (if the next zone of the destination is known, but the next next zone
is unknown). In these cases, because the (next) next zone to reserve is unknown, the deadlock
detection algorithm will find state the the considered AGV is not dependent on any other AGV.
As a result, no impending cycle and thus no deadlock will be detected.

An example of such a situation is shown in Figure 7.6. Consider the encircled AGV in Figure 7.6a,
whose path is shown. It is not allowed to reserve its next zone, since - depending on the driving
direction after its next zone to reserve - a modified cycle with either one empty zone (if it would
drive straight ahead), or a modified cycle with two empty zones (if it would turn right) would
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be detected. In both cases, an inevitable two-cycle deadlock would be detected by the avoidance
algorithm. To illustrate this, the situations that would arise when the prohibited AGV would be
allowed to reserve its next zone, is depicted in Figure 7.6b.

(a) The driving direction of the AGVs involved
in the modified cycle that is detected by the
avoidance algorithm, is indicated by the arrow
depicted on it.

(b) The driving direction of the AGVs involved
in the inevitable two-cycle that is predicted by
the avoidance algorithm, is indicated by the ar-
row depicted on it.

Figure 7.6: Snip of an orthogonal system in which the encircled AGV’s next next zone to reserve
is yet unknown. The AGV is not allowed to reserve its next zone, as for both possible next next
zones to reserve an inevitable two-cycle deadlock would arise. Furthermore, the deadlock cannot
be detected as no dependency is found for the encircled AGV.

7.5 Detection of the Inevitable Three-Cycle Deadlock

So, the inevitable three-cycle deadlock occurs when a modified cycle contains two AGVs, whose
zone to reserve is empty and encountered once in the modified cycle, that are both prohibited from
reserving this zone. If all AGVs that are checked in the avoidance algorithms that were called for
both prohibited AGVs are or blocked or prohibited as their zone to reserve is checked multiple
times, or it is the other non-blocked AGV in the modified cycle, the AGVs will remain prohibited.
Hence, a deadlock has arisen.

The inevitable-two cycle detection algorithm can easily be extended so that inevitable three-cycle
can be detected as well. In contrast to the inevitable two-cycle deadlock detection algorithm,
when a modified cycle is detected that contains two non-blocked AGVs, the algorithm is not
terminated. Instead, it is evaluated if an inevitable three-cycle deadlock has been formed. This is
done as follows, where the differences with the inevitable two-cycle deadlock detection algorithm
are highlighted:

1. The multi-cycle inevitable two-cycle avoidance algorithm is run for all non-blocked AGVs
to determine whether or not it is prohibited from reserving its next zone. If one of the
reservations is allowed, no inevitable three-cycle deadlock has arisen. However, if all AGV
are prohibited from reserving their next zone it needs to be verified if a deadlock has arisen.

2. For each AGV that is checked in the deadlock avoidance algorithm, it is analysed if this
AGV is either blocked, or prohibited from reserving its next zone, as that zone is checked
more than once, or is one of the other non-blocked AGVs. If this holds for all AGVs,
the non-blocked AGVs will remain prohibited hence an inevitable three-cycle deadlock is
detected.
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7.6 Conclusions

Different deadlock avoidance algorithms have been devised, that can all be set with the same
function by changing three parameters. Almost all deadlocks that could not be avoided (deadlocks
containing KA+1 impending cycles, and inevitable three-cycle deadlocks), can be detected by the
detection algorithm since it looks ahead one step further than the deadlock avoidance algorithm.

In general, the number of steps looked ahead can be extended over and over. If the inevitable
three-cycle deadlock would be avoided as well, most likely inevitable four-cycle deadlocks would
arise. Then it should be verified if the deadlock detected algorithm can detect these type of
deadlock as well, and, if not, the algorithm would have to be extended, etcetera.
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Chapter 8

Simulations and Results

Simulations are run to verify if the deadlock avoidance and detection algorithms are implemented
correctly into the simulation model and if they function as intended in large-scale systems. Also the
performance of a number of grid-based AGV-Sorter systems is evaluated when the various deadlock
handling algorithms are applied. Therefore, first the simulation set-up and the tested layouts are
described. Subsequently, the validation of the results and the verification of the algorithms follow.
Lastly, results of the performance tests are provided.

8.1 Simulation Set-Up

The variable input parameters for each simulation are:

• The AGV-Sorter layout.

• The AGV density, which implies the number of AGVs.

• The simulation end time.

• The deadlock avoidance algorithm.

• The number of samples.

The tested AGV-Sorter layouts are described in the remainder of this section. For each layout,
an AGV density, i.e. the percentage of drivable zones that is occupied by AGVs, of 20 % is set
as this is required to meet the throughput demands. The simulation end time was either four
or eight hours, depending on the layout, as this corresponds with (half) an operator’s work-shift.
All deadlock algorithms (i.e., the default algorithm of Vanderlande, and the mono-cycle, multi-
cycle and multi-cycle inevitable two-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithms) have been tested. The
number of samples that was required to obtain reliable results, is determined in Section 8.2.

A simulation can be terminated for the following reasons:

• A deadlock has been detected.

• A complete standstill has been detected.

• The simulation end time has been reached.
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For all simulations, the deadlock detection interval is set to thirty seconds. When a deadlock
has been detected, the simulation is terminated as the deadlock can not be resolved currently.
If the simulation would not be terminated, the throughput would decrease and converge to zero
when the simulation time increases, as (more and more) AGVs (will) connect to the deadlock and
therefore will be unable to drive any further. The deadlock detection algorithm might not be able
to detect all deadlocks that arise. Therefore, also when a complete standstill has been detected
the simulation is terminated. This is the case when all AGVs in the AGV-Sorter system have had
the waiting status for more than the deadlock detection interval, so that the deadlock detection
algorithm had had the change to detect the deadlock in the intervening time. This immediately
provides a method to verify if the deadlock detection algorithm can detect all deadlocks.

The following performance indicators will be considered:

• The time to deadlock (ttd), which is defined as the end time of the simulation. The end time
can either be the time at which the deadlock was detected, the time at which the complete
standstill was detected, or the simulation end time.

• The throughput (tp), which is defined as the number of delivered jobs divided by the end
time of the simulation.

As explained in Chapter 2, the relative waiting time of the AGVs is disregarded. Also the runtime
is ignored, as the simulations are run on different devices under different circumstances - while
working on the device or not, together with other simulations or separately - so no conclusions
could be drawn upon the very varying results for the runtime.

8.1.1 Tested AGV-Sorter Layouts

Five AGV-Sorter systems are simulated: Two orthogonal systems, GridSorter2 and PUSF, and
two hexagonal system, BeeHive4, and BeeHive2, and a FLEET layout, FLEET.

GridSorter2
Figure 8.1 depicts the orthogonal, symmetrical, GridSorter2 layout. This AGV-Sorter system
exists of twenty by twenty square zones. The system has eight pick-up locations, two at every
outer side of the system, that all have an unique station-ID. Furthermore, it contains 36 (six times
six) chutes that are approximately evenly divided over the system. The parcels have to be dropped
in the chutes, which are therefore no drivable zones. The chutes are not connected to each other so
they they all have an unique group ID. Each chute has a drop-off location at every side of it, that
share the same station ID. Each pick-up and drop-off location has one outgoing path segment.
Because of this property, the next zone of the final zone of an AGV’s path is always known. As
the restrictive and permissive variant of a deadlock avoidance algorithms only differs when the
next zone to reserve is unknown, the variants are the same for this layout. The system contains
364 drivable zones, so 73 AGVs occupy 20% of the drivable zones.

PUSF
Figure 8.2 depicts the orthogonal layout PUSFD1v12, which we will refer to as PUSF. ‘PUSF’ is
the abbreviation for Pop Up Sort Facility. Because the AGV-Sorter system will be set up quickly,
it contains no chutes. Therefore, the drop-off locations are placed at or around the horizontal outer
edges of the system, and the four pick-up locations are placed closely to the vertical outer edges.
The system exists of 28 by 40 zones. The layout is expected to be more susceptible to deadlock,
as an extensive number of cycles can be formed in the center of the layout. Furthermore, about
half of the drop-off locations has two outgoing path segments. As a result, when the next zone
to reserve of a checked AGV is unknown, the permissive and restrictive variant of the deadlock
avoidance algorithm give different results. Therefore, all algorithms will be tested on this layout.
The system contains 418 drivable zones, so 84 AGVs occupy 20 % of the drivable zones.
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Figure 8.1: Layout: GridSorter2, where 20% of the drivable zones is occupied by AGVs.

Figure 8.2: Layout: PUSF, where 20 % of the drivable zones is occupied by AGVs.

BeeHive4
BeeHive4 is a hexagonal, symmetrical AGV-Sorter system that has the shape of a hexagon, in
which each side consists of ten zones. Figure 8.3 depicts the system layout. It contains twelve pick-
up locations, two at every outer side of the system, that all have an unique station-ID. Furthermore,
it contains nineteen chutes that are approximately evenly divided over the system. The chutes are
not connected to each other so they all have an unique group ID. Each chute has three drop-off
locations connected to it, that share the same station ID and all have one outgoing path segment.
Therefore, the permissive and restrictive variant of each deadlock avoidance algorithms are the
same for this layout. The system contains 252 drivable zones, so 50 AGVs occupy 20% of the
drivable zones.
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Figure 8.3: Layout: BeeHive4, where 20 % of the drivable zones is occupied by AGVs.

Figure 8.4: Layout: BeeHive2, where 20 % of the drivable zones is occupied by AGVs.
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BeeHive2
Figure 8.4 show the layout BeeHive2. As can be seen, it is very similar to BeeHive4. However,
the number of drop-off locations differs, as each chute has a drop-off location at every side of
it. These chutes share the same station ID. Furthermore, in contrast to layout BeeHive4, each
drop-off location has two outgoing path segments Because each pick-up location still has only
one successor zone, the next zone to reserve is in 50 % of the times the AGV receives a new
path unknown. When the next zone to reserve of a checked AGV is unknown, the permissive
and restrictive variant of the deadlock avoidance algorithm give different results. Therefore, all
algorithms will be tested on this layout.

FLEET
A FLEET layout is tested to verify if the developed deadlock avoidance algorithms can be applied
to a FLEET as well. Figure 8.5 shows the tested FLEET layout. In general, the layout of a FLEET
system, that sorts baggage, is very different from the layout of a sorter system, that sorts parcels.
The main difference is that the layout contains mostly circuits. This can be seen in Figure 8.5.
The center contains two pick-up locations. Subsequently, the AGVs will first drive in northerly
direction, and then turn either left or right. It can then follow two circuits; the inner loop, or the
outer loop. At both sides, the inner loop contains ten drop-off locations. Except for the right side,
where a pick-up and drop-off location are placed, the outer loops contain no destinations.

Because the layout exists of mostly circuits, it is very insusceptible to deadlock. As a result, in the
simulations that are run, no deadlocks have arisen at all. All runs reached the simulation end time,
which was set to eight hours. Therefore, it can be concluded that all deadlock avoidance algorithms
can be applied to the FLEET layout. The throughput appeared to be equal for all algorithms.
So, it can be concluded that all algorithms have most likely not prohibited any reservations. The
simulation settings and results for the system’s throughput, can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 8.5: Layout: FLEET.

8.2 Validation of the Results

In this section, it is validated if the results of the simulations are reliable and provide a correct
representation of the real-world AGV-Sorter system. Both systematic and sampling error arise
in the simulations. To investigate the reliability of the results, the effect of these errors on the
throughput (tp) and the time to deadlock (ttd) are explored.
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In the simulation model, no specific list of job orders that a system has to sort could be set.
Because of the time limit and the complexity of it, this was not implemented. Therefore, it is
hard to simulate exactly the same sorting situation for the various algorithms. This is amended
by simulating often, i.e. simulating for a high number of samples. Simulating for a longer time
was not an option, as deadlocks cannot be resolved so the simulation has to be stopped when a
deadlock is detected.

8.2.1 Sampling Errors

Both the throughput and the time to deadlock of a simulation can be seen as a random variable, Xi,
that can deviate from the mean of that parameter. The mean would be obtained if an infinite
number of samples would be considered for the simulation. In this context, a sample is an instance
of a simulation, a single run, for which the input parameters are the same but the initial situation
differs. Because in practise it is unrealistic to consider an infinite number of samples, an acceptable
number of independent samples n needs to be found for which the sample mean is reliable. The
sample mean is calculated by:

X̄(n) =

∑n
i=1Xi

n
(8.1)

The Central Limit Theorem states that if n is sufficiently large, the sample mean X̄(n) is ap-
proximately distributed as a normal random variable with mean µ and variance σ2/n. The 95%
confidence interval of the sample mean is calculated by:

X̄(s)± z1−α/2

√
S2(n)

n
(8.2)

In this Equation, S2(n) is the sample variance, and α equals 0.05 so that z1−α/2 is the value of
the 97.5 percentile point of the normal distribution. According to Law [37], the number of single
runs, n, should be at least ten. To investigate the number of samples n that is required to obtain
reliable results for the throughput and the time to deadlock, first the throughput is plotted for
different numbers of samples. The results can be seen in Figure B.1.

Figure 8.6: Effect of the number of samples on the throughput. The tested layout is GridSorter2,
for 10% AGV density and the mono-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm, with 25 samples of each
simulation. The results are scaled to the throughput obtained for 80 samples, as this result is
most reliable.
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As can be seen, the difference in the values obtained for the throughput are very small, one could
say negligible small. The confidence interval of the measured throughput decreases as the number
of samples increases. Starting from twenty samples, the confidence interval seems sufficiently
small. However, twenty samples are far from enough to state that the sample mean of the time
to deadlock is approximately normally distributed. This is caused by the large differences in the
measured time to deadlock; it varies from 60 to 28800 seconds. Furthermore, a measured time
to deadlock of 28800 seconds indicates that the actual time to deadlock will be even higher, as
it exceeds the simulation end time. Because of the extremely time-consuming simulations, we
rather keep the number of samples low. Therefore, we set n = 25 for the GridSorter2 systems,
which is tested extensively, and, because of time limitations, we set n = 20 for other three layouts.
Additionally, the time to deadlock is not considered as a normal random variable and will therefore
be displayed by box plots.

8.2.2 Systematic Errors

Start-up behaviour
At initialization of the simulation model the AGVs are randomly placed onto the layout and
receive a randomly selected status and, dependent on the status, a pick-up or drop-off destination.
Then the paths are assigned to the AGVs, which might immediately results in a (initial) deadlock:
deadlocks that have arisen before the simulation has even started. The samples in which this
occurs will not be taken into account. Furthermore, the start-up behaviour of the simulation
model might not correspond with its steady-state behaviour. The influence of the simulation end
time on the throughput is investigated for the layout GridSorter2. Figure 8.7 shows the results.

Figure 8.7: Effect of the simulation end time on the throughput. The tested layout is GridSorter2,
for 10% AGV density and the mono-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm, with 25 samples of each
simulation. The results are scaled to the throughput obtained for a simulation end time of 5000
seconds, as this result is most reliable.

As can be seen, for short simulations (till 1500 seconds), the estimated mean throughput is slightly
below the throughput that is obtained for a simulation end time of 5000 seconds, which gives the
most reliable result. For long simulations (1500 seconds or more), the start-up behaviour has
entirely no effect on the mean throughput. The confidence intervals slightly decrease as the
simulation end time increases. So, it can be concluded that a simulation of 4 or 8 hours, which
corresponds to respectively 14400 and 28800 seconds, is sufficient to obtain reliable results for the
throughput. However, if a deadlock or complete standstill is detected, the simulation is terminated
before the simulation end time has been reached. If the time to deadlock is below 500 seconds, the
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actual throughput might be slightly above the measured throughput. To cope with this almost
negligible systematic error, one could choose to remove the first part of the simulation. This would
enhance the reliability of the throughput. However, as some deadlocks occur already at the start
of the simulation, the start-up behaviour of the simulation cannot be disregarded. So, it has to
be remembered that for small times to deadlock the actual throughput might be a bit larger than
the measured throughput.

Error in the measured time to deadlock
When a deadlock has been detected by the detection algorithm, the actual time to deadlock can be
a bit below or above the measured time to deadlock. Because of the deadlock detection interval,
a deadlock is not always immediately detected. As a result, the actual time to deadlock may be
between the measured time to deadlock and the measured time to deadlock minus the deadlock
detection interval. As a result, the actual throughput, which is the throughput at the time the
deadlock occurred, might be a bit higher than the measured throughput as a deadlock in the
system has a negative affect on the throughput of the system. For a deadlock detection interval of
thirty seconds the differences between the actual and measured time to deadlock and throughput
are assumed to be negligible. Furthermore, since only the last reserved zone of each AGV is
considered, a deadlock can be detected before it has even occurred. This is the case when one or
multiple AGVs have not yet reached their final zone. As a result, the actual time to deadlock can
be a bit higher than the measured time to deadlock as well. This has no effect on the throughput.

On the other hand, when a deadlock is terminated because a complete standstill has been detected,
the actual time to deadlock is significantly larger than the measured time to deadlock, which
corresponds to the time of the complete standstill. The runs in which a deadlock could not be
detected, may not be disregarded because this would bias the results, as it is already certain that
a deadlock arises in these runs. Therefore, the time to deadlock of these runs must be considered.
By visual observation of five runs it is established that the time between the emergence of the
deadlock and the complete standstill of the AGVs is about 100 - 150 seconds. As only rarely
deadlocks cannot be detected, and the time to deadlock appears to be considerably high (in terms
of hours) in these situations, and because the time to deadlock is not assumed to be normally
distributed, the measured times to deadlock are not corrected but directly included in the box
plot. However, the occurrence of a complete standstill also influences the measured throughput.
That will be significantly below the actual throughput. Because it is assumed that the throughput
is normally distributed, and the results do not become biased when these deviant results for the
throughput are disregarded, these runs are excluded from the calculation of the mean sample mean
throughput.

Lastly, some simulations reach the simulation end time, which means that no deadlock has been
detected. The box plot then shows that the time to deadlock equals the simulation end time.
Nevertheless, the actual time to deadlock is certainly higher, and not measured. The value that
is obtained for the throughput is very reliable.

8.2.3 Comparing the Throughput for Various Algorithms

For each run (which has a specific initial situation), the time to deadlock is measured and the
throughput is computed by dividing the number of delivered jobs by the end time of the simulation.
To get an insight into the performance of the system, this throughput should be considered.
However, it would not be fair to compare these throughputs for various algorithms, as the times
to deadlock and thus the end times of the runs can differ. For example, consider a run for which
the time to deadlock is 200 seconds for the one, and 2000 seconds for the other deadlock avoidance
algorithm. The traffic conditions after 200 seconds are not included in the throughput computed
for the first algorithm, although they are of crucial influence on the system throughput.

Therefore, the throughputs will be corrected so that they can be compared. This means that for
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each run, the minimum time to deadlock of all tested algorithms is computed. Then, the same
run is simulated where the simulation end time equals the minimum time to deadlock, so that for
all algorithms no deadlock will be detected before the simulation end time has been reached. The
throughputs that are then computed, will be compared.

8.3 Verification of the Algorithms

To verify if the deadlock avoidance algorithms are implemented correctly, unit tests have been
devised. Next, it is evaluated if the permissive deadlock avoidance algorithm is maximally per-
missive.

8.3.1 Unit tests

The unit tests verify if the algorithms avoid what they are intended to avoid. Both deadlock tests
and maximally permissiveness tests have been designed. In the deadlock tests a deadlock arises if
the considered AGV is allowed to reserve its next zone. Therefore, the AGV should not be allowed
to do so. In the maximally permissiveness tests, it is the other way around. The AGV should
be allowed to reserve its next zone as no deadlock should be predicted. The unit tests are listed
in Appendix A. Table 8.1 shows the results of the deadlock tests for various deadlock avoidance
algorithms. As the restrictive and the permissive algorithms perform equally, no distinction has
been made between these algorithms. All deadlock avoidance algorithms passed all maximally
permissiveness test.

Table 8.1: Results of the unit tests for different deadlock avoidance algorithms.
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No algorithm 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Default Vanderlande (VI) 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5

Mono-cycle (1C) KA = 1 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Multi-cycle (KAC) KA = 2 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5

KA = 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 5
KA = 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 5

Four-cycle, inevitable two-cycle (4C+I2C) KA = 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

As can be seen, the value of KA indeed implies that KA-cycle deadlocks can be avoided. Fur-
thermore, it appears that the two-cycle (multi-cycle where KA = 2) avoidance algorithm performs
exactly the same as the default algorithm of Vanderlande.
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8.3.2 Permissiveness of the Permissive Avoidance Algorithms

The permissive deadlock avoidance algorithms are supposed to be maximally permissive. That
means that the algorithm should only prohibit an AGV from reserving its next zone if reserving
the zone would result in a deadlock. As a result, the time to deadlock of every single run (i.e.,
the same situation is tested) may never decrease as the complexity of the avoidance algorithm
increases. The multi-cycle avoidance algorithm is more complex than the mono-cycle avoidance
algorithm, and the multi-cycle inevitable-two cycle avoidance algorithm is more complex than the
multi-cycle avoidance algorithm that can avoid up to the same number of KA cycles. So, more
complex algorithms can avoid more complex deadlocks. If a deadlock avoidance algorithm was
not able to avoid a deadlock, all less complex algorithms should not have been able to avoid the
deadlock either. So if the time to deadlock of a less complex, permissive algorithm exceeds the
time to deadlock of a more complex, permissive algorithm, the latter algorithm has prohibited a
reservation that would not have resulted in a deadlock. Hence, then the more complex algorithm
would not be maximally permissive.

Also the multi-cycle inevitable two-cycle avoidance algorithm is supposed to be maximally per-
missive, for both the restrictive and the permissive variants of the algorithm. The inevitable
two-cycle avoidance algorithm should only prohibit a reservation, that was not prohibited by the
multi-cycle avoidance algorithm, if reserving the zone would result in a deadlock. As a result, the
time to deadlock of the restrictive multi-cycle avoidance algorithm should not exceed the time to
deadlock of the restrictive multi-cycle inevitable two-cycle avoidance algorithms either.

To evaluate the permissiveness of the algorithms, for every single run the time to deadlock of
the mono-cycle (1C), the three-cycle (3C), and the three-cycle inevitable two-cycle (3C+I2C)
avoidance algorithms are compared. In some situations, the time to deadlock is 30 seconds higher
for less complex algorithms. However, for these situations it is validated that both algorithms have
detected the same deadlock. The more complex algorithm can detect a deadlock earlier, because
it evaluates more empty zones and thus looks further ahead in time. As these situations do not
imply that the deadlock avoidance algorithm is not maximally permissive, the times to deadlock
are considered to be equal. The results of the comparisons are shown in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Percentage of runs for which the time to deadlock (ttd) obtained for a less complex
algorithm is less or equal to the time to deadlock obtained for a more complex algorithm. For
layout GridSorter2, 25 runs are analysed, while for the other three layouts, 20 runs are analysed. If
the percentage is expected to equal 100 %, it is coloured green if this is the case and red otherwise.

Layout AGV density R/P ttd1C ≤ ttd3C ttd3C ≤ ttd3C+I2C

GridSorter2 15 % - 100 % 100 %
20 % - 100 % 96 %
25 % - 100 % 100 %

BeeHive4 20 % - 100 % 80 %
PUSF 20 % R 45 % 95 %

20 % P 100 % 90 %
BeeHive2 20 % R 75 % 100 %

20 % P 100 % 80 %

From these results, we conclude that the permissive multi-cycle avoidance algorithm is maximally
permissive, as the time to deadlock is never less than for the mono-cycle avoidance algorithm.
This is also the case if the zone to reserve is always known, i.e. when both variants of the
multi-cycle avoidance algorithm are the same. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the (three-
cycle) inevitable two-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm is not maximally permissive, as in a
small number of situations a deadlock is falsely predicted. For the tested orthogonal layouts, in
mostly 97 % of the runs the algorithm does not falsely predict a deadlock. For the hexagonal
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layouts, this is the case for 87 % of the runs. We say mostly, as it is not certain that when
the time to deadlock of the inevitable two-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm exceeds the time
to deadlock of the multi-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithm, the former algorithm was always
maximally permissive.

8.4 Results

This section discusses the simulation results. For each layout, the performance of the system
under various deadlock avoidance algorithms is discussed, and the deadlocks that have arisen
are identified by visual observation to evaluate if the algorithms function as intended. First, the
results of layouts for which the zone to reserve is always known, i.e. GridSorter2 and BeeHive4,
are discussed. Next, the results of the layouts for which the zone to reserve might be unknown,
i.e. BeeHive2 and PUSF, are discussed.

8.4.1 GridSorter2

GridSorter2 is an orthogonal layout for which the next zone to reserve is always known. The layout
is simulated for three AGV densities, i.e. 15 %, 20 %, and 25 %. In these simulations, the simulation
end time was set to eight hours and the number of samples is at least twenty-five. Although an
AGV density of 20 % is required, other densities were tested as well to investigate the influence of
the number of AGVs on the performance of the various deadlock avoidance algorithms. Ideally,
the same behaviour is experienced for the different AGV densities. The tested algorithms are the
default deadlock avoidance algorithm of Vanderlande (VI), and the mono-cycle (1C), the three-
cycle (3C), and the three-cycle inevitable two-cycle (3C + I2C) deadlock avoidance algorithms.
For all algorithms, including algorithm VI, the ‘initial deadlock-free path’ procedure is enabled.

Evaluation of the Performance
Figure 8.8 shows the scaled mean throughput (scaled to the AGV density of 15 %) and the time to
deadlock for the three tested densities for the default deadlock avoidance algorithm of Vanderlande
(VI). As can be seen, in this layout the highest throughput is indeed obtained for an AGV density
of 20 %. However, the time to deadlock is significantly larger than when 15 % of the drivable
zones are occupied by AGVs. So, it is a challenge to increase the time to deadlock for a 20 %
density. Furthermore, it can be seen that the throughput drastically decreases for an AGV density
of 25 %. This is most probably because then the system is overcrowded with AGVs.
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Figure 8.8: Effect of the AGV density on the throughput and the time to deadlock of the
AGV-system GridSorter2 for the default deadlock avoidance algorithm of Vanderlande (VI).
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Figure 8.9 shows the scaled mean throughput, the corrected scaled mean throughput (both scaled
to algorithm VI), and the time to deadlock for layout GridSorter2, for respectively 15 %, 20 %
and 25 % AGV density. As explained before, the scaled mean throughput indicates the actual
throughput that was obtained in the simulation. In contrast, the corrected scaled mean throughput
does not indicate what throughput was obtained in the simulation, but it provides a fair comparison
between the deadlock avoidance algorithms as in these simulations the simulation end time was
equal for all algorithms.

Figure 8.9: Effect of the deadlock avoidance algorithms on the mean throughput, the corrected
mean throughput, and the time to deadlock for the layout GridSorter2, for respectively 15 %, 20 %,
and 25 % AGV density.

For all AGV densities already the least complex algorithm, algorithm 1C, performs equal to or
better than algorithm VI on both the time to deadlock and the corrected throughput. The time
to deadlock further increases when the complexity of the deadlock avoidance algorithms increases.
So, algorithm 3C + I2C performs best on time to deadlock. For 15 % AGV density, a deadlock has
almost never occurred in the simulation of eight hours. The difference with the time to deadlock
of algorithm VI is substantial. Because the time to deadlock exceeds to simulation end time
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in nearly each sample, the computed median is not correct. Therefore, the improvement of the
median time to deadlock of algorithm 3C + I2C over VI cannot be calculated. However, the factor
is at least 2.2. The median time to deadlock of algorithm 3C + I2C is 6.9 times the median time to
deadlock of algorithm VI for a 20 % AGV density. This factor equals 3.0 for a 25 % AGV density.
The influence of the deadlock avoidance algorithm on the time to deadlock seems to decrease when
the AGV density increases. This is most likely because when the system is overcrowded, as is the
case for high AGV densities, deadlocks are often inevitable.

Furthermore, the variation in the time to deadlock seems to increase as the complexity of the
algorithm increases. This seems logical, since higher times to deadlock can be achieved. However,
deadlocks can still arise early as well, namely because of the limitation of the deadlock-free path
procedure, because of the limitations of the deadlock avoidance algorithm, or because a deadlock
was inevitable with the selected static paths of the AGVs.

For 15 % AGV density, the corrected mean throughput of the three devised algorithms is equal,
and not significantly higher than the throughput for algorithm VI. For AGV densities of 20 %
and 25 %, the throughput of the 3C + I2C algorithm seems to be just slightly higher than for
the other three algorithms. Although, the differences in throughputs are small, and because the
confidence intervals overlap, it is not necessarily true that the throughput of the three devised
deadlock avoidance algorithm exceeds the throughput of the default algorithm of Vanderlande.
Furthermore, one would have expected that the throughputs of the three devised algorithms would
be equal, since the more complex algorithm can only impose restrictions, and should therefore not
be able to be more permissive than the less complex algorithms. The measured difference could
be a systematic error. Namely, for each run the same end time is set, which corresponds to the
minimum time to deadlock of all tested algorithms. As a result, in the less complex algorithms a
deadlock has just occurred, which influences the mean throughput negatively, while this was not
the case for algorithm 3C + I2C where no deadlock had been occurred. Nonetheless, it can be
concluded that for layout GridSorter2, for all AGV densities, algorithm 3C + I2C performs best
on terms of time to deadlock without compromising on the throughput.

Identification of the Arisen and Detected Deadlocks
Table 8.3 provides an overview of the type of deadlocks that have arisen in the layout GridSorter2,

Table 8.3: GridSorter2: Overview of the arisen and detected deadlocks for GridSorter2, for
a simulation of eight hours, with at least 25 samples of each simulation. The type of arisen
deadlocks are: no deadlock (no DL), mono-cycle deadlock (1C DL), two-cycle deadlock (2C DL),
inevitable two-cycle deadlock (I 2C DL), three-cycle deadlock (3C DL), and inevitable three-cycle
deadlock (I 3C DL). Deadlocks that were expected to occur - as it is the limitation of the avoidance
algorithm by design - are in bold and coloured green. The same holds when no deadlock occurred.

Avoidance AGV Type of deadlock Percentage
Algorithm density no DL 1C DL 2C DL I 2C DL 3C DL I 3C DL detected

VI 15 % 24 % 24 % 52 % 100 %
20 % 20 % 80 % 100 %
25 % 4 % 96 % 100 %

1C 15 % 36 % 64 % 100 %
20 % 100 % 100 %
25 % 100 % 100 %

3C 15 % 64 % 4 % 32 % 100 %
20 % 10 % 90 % 100 %
25 % 100 % 100 %

3C + I2C 15 % 88 % 8 % 4 % 100 %
20 % 28 % 24 % 36 % 12 % 100 %
25 % 70 % 15 % 15 % 100 %
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per deadlock avoidance algorithm. The percentage deadlocks that is detected by the detection
algorithm is listed as well. As can be seen, all mono-cycle deadlocks are avoided when algorithm
1C is applied. Only two-cycle deadlocks arise. So, it can be concluded that the algorithm performs
as expected. Always enough information is both available and considered to predict with 100 %
certainty if a mono-cycle deadlock would arise.

Under algorithm 3C, a considerable percentage of deadlocks that arises (at most 10 %) is a two-
cycle deadlock, which is not as intended. A two-cycle deadlock can arise when an AGV receives a
new path, which then immediately results in a deadlock. So, it can be concluded that the initial
deadlock-free path procedure does not function properly. This has two reasons, as is explained
in Chapter 6. Nonetheless, the majority of the deadlocks that arises is an inevitable two-cycle
deadlock, which is an expected limitation of the algorithm. It can be concluded that for an AGV
density of 20 %, as is required, in the GridSorter2 system in 90 % of the runs and in the BeeHive4
system in 75 % of the runs enough information was considered to predict correctly with 100 %
certainty if a two-cycle or three-cycle deadlock would arise. Furthermore, a four-cycle deadlock has
never occurred, although this type of deadlock is not avoided by the algorithm. For this reason,
the value of KA = 3 is sufficient for the layout, as this is not the bottleneck of the algorithm.

When algorithm 3C + I2C is applied, 28 % of the runs does not result in a deadlock for a simulation
end time of eight hours and an AGV density of 20 %. The deadlocks that arise, are either two-
cycle deadlocks, inevitable two-cycle deadlocks, and rarely three-cycle or inevitable three-cycle
deadlocks. When a two-cycle deadlock or three-cycle deadlock has occurred, it can be concluded
that insufficient information was either considered or available, depending on the cause of the
initial deadlock. This can also be the case for the emergence of the inevitable two-cycle deadlock,
although the number of inevitable checks that may be performed (set to one, currently) might
have been the limiting factor as well. It can be concluded that for an AGV density of 20 %,
in 40 % of the runs enough information was considered to predict if an (inevitable) two-cycle or
a three-cycle deadlock would arise. This percentage is alarmingly low. The performance of the
algorithm could be increased considerably by improving the initial deadlock-free path procedure.

8.4.2 BeeHive4

BeeHive4 is a hexagonal layout for which the next zone to reserve is always known. Because of the
time-consuming simulations, only a 20 % AGV density is tested. The simulation end time is set
to four hours and the number of samples is at least twenty. Again, the tested algorithms are the
default deadlock avoidance algorithm of Vanderlande (VI), and the mono-cycle (1C), the three-
cycle (3C), and the three-cycle inevitable two-cycle (3C + I2C) deadlock avoidance algorithms.
For all algorithms, including algorithm VI, the ‘initial deadlock-free path’ procedure is enabled.

Evaluation of the Performance
Figure 8.10 shows the scaled mean throughput, the corrected scaled mean throughput (both scaled
to algorithm VI), and the time to deadlock for for layout BeeHive4, for 20 % AGV density.

As can be seen, already algorithm 1C performs better than algorithm VI on both the time to
deadlock and the corrected throughput. Again, both the time to deadlock and the variations in
the time to deadlock increase as the complexity of the algorithm increases. The median time to
deadlock of algorithm 3C + I2C equals 19.2 times the median time to deadlock of algorithm VI,
which is a huge difference. Nonetheless, in almost all runs a deadlock arises before the simulation
end time has been reached.

The corrected mean throughputs of the three devised deadlock avoidance algorithms all exceed
that of algorithm VI with more than 2 %. The throughput of the three devised algorithms
slightly differs. Remarkably, the corrected throughput for algorithm 1C and 3C seem to exceed
the corrected throughput for 3C + I2C, which is different from what was observed in GridSorter2.
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Figure 8.10: Effect of the deadlock avoidance algorithms on the mean throughput, the corrected
mean throughput, and the time to deadlock for the layout BeeHive4, for 20 % AGV density.

The reason for the throughput drop of approximately 1 % could be that algorithm 3C + I2C
appeared to be not always maximally permissive; Table 8.2 shows that in at most 80 % of the runs
the algorithm is maximally permissive. Therefore, the algorithm has prohibited reservations that
would not have resulted in a deadlock. This restrictive behaviour causes the throughput drop.
Although, the differences in corrected throughput are small, and because the confidence intervals
overlap, this is not necessarily true.

Identification of the Arisen and Detected Deadlocks
Table 8.4 provides an overview of the type of deadlocks that have arisen in the layout BeeHive4.
The percentage deadlocks that is detected by the detection algorithm is listed as well.

Table 8.4: BeeHive4: Overview of the arisen and detected deadlocks for BeeHive4, for four
hours of simulation, an AGV density of 20 %, with twenty samples of each simulation.

Avoidance Type of deadlock Percentage
Algorithm no DL 1C DL 2C DL I 2C DL 3C DL I 3C DL detected

VI 20 % 80 % 100 %
1C 100 % 100 %
3C 10 % 15 % 75 % 100 %
3C + I2C 20 % 40 % 40 % 100 %

The behaviour of the deadlock algorithms is similar to what is observed for GridSorter2. No
mono-cycle deadlocks arise, so it can be concluded that the 1C algorithm performs suitably.
Under algorithm 3C, a considerable percentage of deadlocks that arises (i.e. 15 %) is a two-cycle
deadlock, which is not as intended. By analysing the situations in which these deadlocks have
arisen, it can be concluded that the deadlocks have arisen because of the limitations of the initial
deadlock-free path procedure. So, in 75 % of the runs enough information was considered to predict
with 100 % certainty if a two-cycle or three-cycle deadlock would arise. Furthermore, KA = 3 is
sufficient for this layout as a four-cycle deadlock has never occurred. When algorithm 3C + I2C
is applied, 20 % of the runs does not result in a deadlock for a simulation end time of four hours.
The deadlocks that arise, are either two-cycle deadlocks, or inevitable two-cycle deadlocks. These
type of deadlocks are not expected to occur under this algorithm. Again, it appears that the
deadlocks have arisen because of the limitations of the initial deadlock-free path procedure. So,
in only 20 % of the runs enough information was considered to predict if an (inevitable) two-cycle
or a three-cycle deadlock would arise.
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8.4.3 BeeHive2

BeeHive2 is a hexagonal layout for which the next zone to reserve is in 50 % of the times an
AGV receives a new path unknown. So, the restrictive and permissive variant of the devised
deadlock avoidance algorithm differ. Therefore, both the restrictive and permissive variants of the
mono-cycle (1C), the three-cycle (3C), and the three-cycle inevitable two-cycle (3C+I2C) deadlock
avoidance algorithms are tested. Also the default algorithm of Vanderlande (VI) is tested. For
all algorithms, including algorithm VI, the ‘initial deadlock-free path’ procedure is enabled. The
AGV density is set to 20 %, the simulation end time to four hours, and twenty samples were taken.

Evaluation of the Performance
Figure 8.11 shows the scaled mean throughput, the corrected scaled mean throughput (both scaled
to algorithm VI), and the time to deadlock for layout BeeHive2, for 20 % AGV density.

Figure 8.11: Effect of the deadlock avoidance algorithms on the mean throughput, the corrected
mean throughput, and the time to deadlock for the layout BeeHive2, for 20 % AGV density.

In contrast to the previous layouts, algorithm 1C does not outperform algorithm VI, neither in
the time to deadlock nor in the corrected throughput. For the restrictive 1C algorithm, the
median time to deadlock is slightly below that of VI. Although, the difference is very small,
and it is hard to draw conclusions about the performance as the variation in time to deadlock
for algorithm 1C is much larger then for algorithm VI. The permissive 1C algorithm performs
even worse on terms of time to deadlock. In general, for the restrictive algorithms, the time
to deadlock increases significantly as the complexity of the algorithm increases. This is not the
case for the permissive variants, which all perform poorly on time to deadlock compared to the
restrictive variants. Algorithms 1C, P and 3C, P perform equally, and the performance of the
permissive 3C + I2C algorithm is only slightly better. Due to the permissive nature of these
algorithm, deadlocks are often not avoided. So, algorithm 3C, R + I2C performs best on terms
of time to deadlock. A deadlock has almost never occurred in the simulation end time of four
hours. The difference with the time to deadlock of algorithm VI is substantial. Because the
time to deadlock exceeds the simulation end time in nearly each sample, the computed median
time to deadlock is not correct. Therefore, the improvement of the median time to deadlock of
algorithm 3C + I2C over VI cannot be calculated, but the factor is at least 6.6.

However, in contrast to what was observed earlier, the corrected throughput of the restrict-
ive 3C + I2C algorithm does not exceed that of algorithm VI. On the contrary, it is more than 3 %
below that of algorithm VI. This is probably due to the restrictive nature of the algorithm, which
is therefore not maximally permissive. So it prohibits some reservations that would not have
resulted in a deadlock. The corrected throughput of the restrictive 3C + I2C algorithm is about
equal to that of the restrictive 3C algorithm. The time to deadlock of restrictive algorithm 1C
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is only slightly below that of VI. Furthermore, the permissive algorithms perform approximately
equal to each other and to algorithm VI on terms of throughput.

So, it can be concluded that for layouts for which the next zone to reserve is not always known,
a trade-off has to be made between the throughput and the time to deadlock. Restrictive al-
gorithm 3C + I2C performs by far best on time to deadlock. The concessions on the throughput
are between 3 and 4 % with the maximum attainable throughput. Algorithm VI and the permissive
variants of the three devised algorithms perform approximately equal on terms of throughput, but
compromise considerably on the time to deadlock. The permissive algorithm 1C would then be
preferred, as this is low in complexity compared to algorithm 3C and 3C + I2C, and all deadlocks
that arise can be detected, which is not the case for algorithm VI, as is shown in Table 8.5.

Identification of the Arisen and (Not) Detected Deadlocks
Table 8.3 provides an overview of the type of deadlocks that have arisen in the layout BeeHive2.
The percentage deadlocks that is detected by the detection algorithm is listed as well.

Table 8.5: BeeHive2: Overview of the arisen and detected deadlocks for BeeHive2, for four
hours of simulation, an AGV density of 20 %, with at least 20 samples of each simulation.

Avoidance Type of deadlock Percentage
Algorithm R/P no DL 1C DL 2C DL I 2C DL 3C DL I 3C DL Detected

VI - 13 % 9 % 91 % 87 %
1C R 15 % 85 % 100 %

P 80 % 20 % 100 %
3C R 40 % 60 % 100 %

P 85 % 15 % 100 %
3C + I2C R 85 % 15 % 100 %

P 85 % 15 % 100 %

Similar as to layout GridSorter2 and BeeHive4, no mono-cycle deadlocks arise under the restrictive
1C algorithm, so it can be concluded that this algorithm performs suitably. The same hold for the
restrictive 3C avoidance algorithm. Only deadlocks that were expected to occur, i.e. inevitable
two-cycle deadlocks, have occurred. This is not even the case for layouts GridSorter2 and BeeHive4,
where the next zone to reserve is always known. It can be explained because for that layouts, if the
next next zone to reserve is unknown, the AGV is always allowed to reserve its zone to reserve, as
the algorithm is then maximally permissive. The permissive or restrictive variant of the algorithm
only has influence when the first next zone to reserve is unknown. In layout BeeHive2, however,
already the first next zone to reserve is unknown, and then the restrictive variant prohibits the
AGV from reserving its next zone. Hence, no deadlocks arise. Furthermore, KA = 3 is sufficient
for this layout as a four-cycle deadlock has never occurred. When restrictive algorithm 3C + I2C
is applied, 85 % of the runs does not result in a deadlock for a simulation end time of four hours.
The deadlocks that arise, are all inevitable two-cycle deadlocks. These type of deadlocks are not
expected to occur under this algorithm. By analysing the situations in which these deadlocks
have arisen, it can be concluded that the deadlocks have arisen because of the limitations of the
initial deadlock-free path procedure. However, this occurs in only 15 % of the runs. Nearly always
enough information was considered to predict if an (inevitable) two-cycle or a three-cycle deadlock
would arise.

For the permissive variants, the deadlocks that arise are very different. For all three algorithms,
in almost all cases mono-cycle deadlocks arise. So, it can be concluded that increasing the com-
plexity of a permissive algorithm has no use, as the limiting factor is not the complexity of the
algorithm, i.e. the number of steps looked ahead, but the evaluation of situations when not enough
information is available to determine whether or not a deadlock would arise if a reservation would
be allowed. Furthermore, Table 8.5 shows that 100 % of the arisen deadlocks is detected for all
devised algorithm. For algorithm VI, only 87 % of the deadlocks could be detected.
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8.4.4 PUSF

PUSF is an orthogonal layout for which the next zone to reserve is sometimes unknown, since
some drop-off locations have multiple successors. As a results, the restrictive and permissive
variant of the devised deadlock avoidance algorithm differ. Therefore, the tested algorithms are
the default algorithm of Vanderlande (VI), and both the restrictive and permissive variant of the
mono-cycle (1C), the three-cycle (3C), and the three-cycle inevitable two-cycle (3C+I2C) deadlock
avoidance algorithms. For all algorithms, including algorithm VI, the ‘initial deadlock-free path’
procedure is enabled. An AGV density of 20 % is tested. The simulation end time is set to four
hours, and twenty samples were taken.

Evaluation of the Performance
Figure 8.12 shows the scaled mean throughput, the corrected scaled mean throughput (both scaled
to algorithm VI), and the time to deadlock for layout PUSF, for 20 % AGV density.

Figure 8.12: Effect of the deadlock avoidance algorithms on the mean throughput, the corrected
mean throughput, and the time to deadlock for the layout PUSF, for 20 % AGV density.

Already algorithm 1C outperforms algorithm VI on the time to deadlock, for both the restrictive
and permissive variant. The mean throughput of restrictive algorithm 1C is higher, and that of
permissive algorithm 1C is about equal the mean throughput of algorithm VI. Similar to BeeHive2,
the time to deadlock increases as the complexity of the restrictive algorithms increases. This is also
the case for the permissive algorithms, which differs from what was observed for BeeHive2. The
median time to deadlock of the permissive 3C + I2C algorithm even exceeds that of the restrictive
variant of this algorithm. However, only in the restrictive algorithm sometimes no deadlock has
occurred in the simulation of four hours. The median time to deadlock of the permissive variant
of algorithm 3C + I2C is 4.0 times the median time to deadlock of algorithm VI. This factor
equals 3.2 for the restrictive variant.

Just like for layout BeeHive2, the corrected throughput of the restrictive 3C and 3C + I2C al-
gorithm does not exceed that of algorithm VI. On the contrary, it is more than 6 % below that
of algorithm VI. Remarkable, the mean throughput for the restrictive variant of algorithm 1C is
about 3 % higher than the mean throughput of algorithm VI, and it is higher than the permissive
variant of this algorithm as well. Again, the permissive algorithms perform approximately equal
both to each other and to algorithm VI on terms of throughput.

Although the differences in time to deadlock are considerably, the median time to deadlock of the
best performing algorithm, algorithm 3C + I2C, is low; in less than an hour almost every run has
resulted in a deadlock. This limiting performance could be the result of an overcrowded system.
Namely, the influence of the deadlock avoidance algorithm seems to decrease when the AGV
density increases and deadlocks become often inevitable. To test this hypothesis, the performance
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of the system under an AGV density of 16 % and 18 % is investigated as well. For each density,
ten samples are considered. Figure 8.13 shows the scaled mean throughput (scaled to the AGV
density of 16 %) and the time to deadlock for the three tested densities for the default avoidance
algorithm of Vanderlande (VI). As can be seen, in this layout the highest throughput is indeed
not obtained for an AGV density of 20 %. The mean throughput is significantly larger for an
AGV density of 20 % than for 16 % or 18 % AGV density. Therefore, it can be concluded that
for this layout the system is already overcrowded with AGVs for an AGV density of 20 %. The
hypothesis that the influence of the deadlock avoidance algorithm in limited because the system
is overcrowded, seems to be correct.

Figure 8.13: Effect of the AGV density on the throughput and the time to deadlock of the
AGV-system PUSF for the default deadlock avoidance algorithm of Vanderlande (VI)

Identification of the Arisen and (Not) Detected Deadlocks
Table 8.6 provides an overview of the type of deadlocks that have arisen in the layout PUSF. The
percentage deadlocks that is detected by the detection algorithm is listed as well.

Table 8.6: PUSF: Overview of the arisen and detected deadlocks for PUSF, for eight hours of
simulation, with at least 25 samples of each simulation.

Avoidance Type of deadlock Percentage
Algorithm R/P no DL 1C DL 2C DL I 2C DL 3C DL I 3C DL detected

VI - 10 % 90 % 100 %
1C R 100 % 100 %

P 100 % 100 %
3C R 100 % 100 %

P 100 % 100 %
3C + I2C R 91 % 9 % 91 %

P 5 % 95 % 95 %

As can be seen, no mono-cycle deadlocks arise when both the restrictive and permissive 1C al-
gorithm are applied. Likewise, no two-cycle deadlocks arise under both variants of the 3C al-
gorithm. In all situations, the deadlocks that arise were expected to occur. In none of the situ-
ations, a deadlock has arisen because of the well-known limitations of the initial deadlock-free path
procedure. So, it can be concluded that layout PUSF with 20 % AGV density is so susceptible to
deadlock that deadlocks occur regardless of the restrictive of permissive variant of the algorithm,
and regardless of the limitations of the initial deadlock-free path procedure. Furthermore, KA = 3
is sufficient for this layout as a four-cycle deadlock has never occurred.
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When restrictive algorithm 3C + I2C is applied, for both variants of the algorithm most often
inevitable two-cycle deadlocks arise. In all but one situations, the deadlock occurs because of the
limitations of the initial deadlock-free path procedure. In the one situation, a deadlock has arisen
due to a not yet identified limitation of the multi-cycle avoidance algorithm. Namely, with the
movement of an AGV, a deadlock arises in which this AGV is not involved. The deadlock was not
predicted, because the AGV that moved was encountered in the deadlock avoidance algorithm,
which was not part of a modified cycle that contains one non-blocked AGV.

In addition, for the restrictive algorithm occasionally inevitable three-cycle deadlocks arise, and
for the permissive algorithm rarely a mono-cycle deadlock arises. Furthermore, not 100% of the
arisen deadlocks can be detected, due to the limitation described in Chapter 7. It can be concluded
that, in contrast to layout BeeHive2, increasing the complexity of the permissive algorithm has
effect as the number of steps that is looked ahead is the bottleneck of algorithm 1C and 3C.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and
Recommendations

Vanderlande is developing a new sorting technology, the AGV-Sorter, in which multiple automated
guided vehicles (AGVs) will replace the conventional conveyor belts and sort the parcels instead.
Basically, an AGV will drive over the zones of a grid between pick-up and drop-off locations to
collect and deliver the jobs. This technology promises to be better scalable, more flexible and more
robust than static sorting systems. Currently, a simulation model of the system is being developed
to support the design of various control strategies, and to validate if the system can deliver the
required performance under these controllers. The most important performance measure of the
system is the throughput, defined as the number of jobs delivered per time instance.

In order to meet the throughput demands, the traffic density of AGVs in the large AGV-Sorter
systems has to be rather high: up to 20 % of the drivable zones will be occupied by AGVs. As a
result, a major challenge of the AGV-Sorter system is deadlock-free path execution. Therefore, this
project focusses on designing a control algorithm that can handle deadlocks, without compromising
on the throughput. A deadlock is a situation in which several AGVs cannot move, because the
next zone of each AGV is the last reserved zone of an other AGV. Because it is the last reserved
zone, the other AGV cannot release the zone before it has reserved its next zone, which in turn is
not available, etcetera. The major performance indicator of the deadlock handling algorithm, is
the time to deadlock.

The selected method to handle deadlocks is deadlock avoidance. This zone-control method dy-
namically allocates the zones to AGVs only if this does not lead to a deadlock. It promises to be
well scalable because it is low in complexity, and highly flexible as no schedule is calculated be-
fore operation, but an online, centralized controller evaluates the system states during operation.
Furthermore, the method is very permissive, i.e. it allows the maximum use of zones without
risking deadlock, so a high throughput could be obtained. The main idea of deadlock avoidance
is to predict whether reserving a next zone would result in a deadlock. To determine this, it is
evaluated if a (modified) circular wait would arise when the considered AGV would reserve its
next zone, i.e. its zone to reserve.

When no deadlock avoidance algorithm would be implemented, mono-cycle deadlocks arise. There-
fore, a mono-cycle (1C) deadlock detection and the deadlock avoidance algorithm as proposed by
Moorthy [1] are implemented. When the avoidance algorithm is implemented, an AGV can be
prohibited from reserving its next zone even though that zone is available, since otherwise a
mono-cycle deadlock would occur. This may lead to the emergence of a new type of deadlock, the
multi-cycle (KAC, where KA > 1) deadlock. The algorithms have been extended so that multi-
cycle deadlocks can be detected and avoided as well. As a result, again a new type of deadlock
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arises, the multi-cycle inevitable two-cycle deadlock (KAC + I2C). A detection and avoidance
algorithm have been devised to handle this type of deadlock as well. The avoidance algorithm
can avoid up to KA-cycle deadlocks that occur immediately after reserving a zone, and up to
two-cycle deadlocks that will occur eventually after reserving a zone. Subsequently, the detection
algorithm is extended so that it can detect the inevitable three-cycle deadlock that arise because
up to inevitable two-cycle deadlocks are avoided.

So, the three deadlock avoidance algorithms that have been designed, differ in the amount of
considered information, i.e. the number of zones steps that is looked ahead. Whereas the deadlock
avoidance algorithm is called for each resource that is assigned to an AGV, the deadlock detection
is run periodically to evaluate the entire system for deadlocks. As a KA-cycle deadlock avoidance
algorithm can avoid up to KA-cycle deadlocks, (KA + 1)-cycle deadlock can not be predicted
and can thus occur in the system, and therefore need to be detected by the detection algorithm.
The same holds for the inevitable deadlock avoidance algorithm. As it can avoid up to inevitable
two-cycle deadlocks, inevitable three-cycle deadlocks can not be predicted and thus need to be
detected by the detection algorithm.

The deadlock detection and avoidance algorithms must be terminated before completion when the
k-th next zone (respectively, k ≤ KD and k ≤ KA) of a checked AGV is unknown. The next zones
of an AGV can be unknown when the AGV is close to its destination. In order to avoid deadlocks
that occur because the next zone of a checked AGV is unknown, the path of the checked AGV is
extended if possible. This is possible as long as the last known zone of the (extended) path of the
checked AGV has only one successor zone. The path will be extended until it contains KD zones
for the deadlock detection, and KA zones for the deadlock avoidance algorithm.

When the last zone of an (extended) path has multiple successor zones, the path cannot be
extended any further. In such a situation, the avoidance algorithm cannot proceed and must be
terminated while it is unclear whether or not a deadlock would occur. If the next zone to reserve of
a checked AGV is unknown, we distinguish two variants of the algorithm: the restrictive variant
(R), and the permissive variant (P ). The restrictive variant prohibits the considered AGV to
reserve its next zone since it cannot be guaranteed this will not result in a deadlock, whereas the
permissive variant allows the considered AGV to reserve its next zone since there is no deadlock
predicted. Under the latter variant a mono-cycle deadlock may arise, that will then be detected by
the deadlock detection algorithm. If the next next zone to reserve of a checked AGV is unknown,
however, the considered AGV is allowed to reserve its next zone for both variants of the algorithm.
This could result in a multi-cycle deadlock.

9.1 Conclusions

The proposed deadlock detection and deadlock avoidance algorithms can, without adaptations, be
applied to both orthogonal and hexagonal layouts. In general, deadlocks can be effectively avoided
up to particular AGV density. When the AGV density is small, the influence of the deadlock
avoidance algorithm on the performance of the AGV-Sorter system is small, as deadlocks will
hardly arise. When the system becomes susceptible to deadlock, which is the case for higher AGV
densities, the influence of the deadlock avoidance algorithm is significant. From a certain AGV
density, however, the influence of the deadlock avoidance algorithm seems to decrease when the
AGV density increases. This is most likely because when the system is overcrowded with AGVs,
as is the case for high AGV densities, deadlocks are often inevitable. The AGV density for which
this is the case, differs per layout.

The algorithms work optimal when all KA next zones of an AGV are known, since then always
enough information is available for the algorithm to determine whether or not reserving a zone
would result in a deadlock. However, in the four tested layouts this is not the case. Now, first
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the performance of the algorithms is discussed when the restrictive and permissive variants are
equal (i.e., when the next zone to check is always known). Secondly, the performance of both the
restrictive and the permissive variants (i.e., when the next zone to reserve is not always known)
is discussed. Subsequently, the limitations of the algorithms are summarized.

Performance of the deadlock detection and avoidance algorithms
When the next zone to check is always known, the time to deadlock increases significantly as the
complexity of the algorithm increases. So, the multi-cycle inevitable two-cycle deadlock avoidance
algorithm can avoid deadlocks the best. A drawback of this algorithm is that, in contrast to the
mono-cycle and multi-cycle deadlock avoidance algorithms, the algorithm is not maximally per-
missive and not all deadlocks that arise can be detected. Because the algorithm is not maximally
permissive, some reservations are prohibited that would not have resulted in a deadlock. This
restrictive behaviour can cause a throughput drop. However, the compromise on the through-
put seems to be rather small; for layout GridSorter2, there is no difference at all, and for layout
BeeHive4, the throughput drop is approximately 1 %.

The restrictive and permissive variant of the algorithms differ when the next zone to reserve is
not always known. For these layouts, a trade-off has to be made between optimizing the time to
deadlock or the throughput. On the one hand, the time do deadlock increases significantly as the
complexity of the restrictive algorithm increases. Therefore, the 3C + I2C restrictive algorithm
performs substantially best in terms of time to deadlock. Because the algorithm is not maximally
permissive, concessions are made on the throughput; the throughput drop differs per layout, but
overall seems to lay between 3 % and 6 %. On the other hand, the permissive variants of the three
devised algorithms perform equal or approximately equal both to each other and the the default
algorithm of Vanderlande in terms of throughput. Furthermore, all four algorithms compromise
considerably on the the time to deadlock. The time to deadlock either remains the same or slightly
increases as the complexity of the permissive algorithms increases, depending on the layout and
the AGV density. As a result, sometimes the permissive 3C + I2C algorithm has no added value
over the permissive 1C algorithm. If this is the case, algorithm 1C would be preferred as it is less
complex, and because all deadlocks that arise can be detected, which is not the case for algorithm
VI. Otherwise, algorithm 3C + I2C is recommended, with the limitations that it is sometimes
not maximally permissive and not all, but nearly all deadlocks can be detected.

To conclude, when the next zone to reserve is not always known, a trade-off has to be made between
the restrictive algorithm, that will benefit the time to deadlock, and the permissive algorithm,
that will benefit the throughput of the system until a deadlock arises. The concession that the
restrictive algorithms make in terms of throughput are small, whereas the concession that the
permissive algorithms make in terms of time to deadlock is enormous. To make a fair comparison
between the performance of the various deadlock avoidance algorithms and the variants of these
algorithms, first a deadlock recovery mechanism should be implemented, so that the throughput
can be calculated correctly. This will be explained in section 9.2.

Limitations of the deadlock detection and avoidance algorithms
Almost all limitations follow from a lack of either available or considered information about an
AGV’s path, i.e. an AGVs next zones. Namely, when not all KA next zones of an AGV are known,
the algorithm needs to be terminated before it has established whether or not a deadlock would
occur if the considered AGV would reserve its next zone.

When the next zone to reserve of a checked AGV is unknown, no mono-cycle deadlocks can arise
under the restrictive algorithm. However, when the next next zone of a checked AGV is unknown,
it stated that the considered AGV is allowed to reserve its next zone. This statement may result
in a multi-cycle or an inevitable two-cycle deadlock.

The limitations of the initial deadlock-free path procedure also follow from a lack of information.
Firstly, in some cases an initial deadlock-free path is available but not selected, because limited
information about an AGVs next next zone to reserve (i.e., the third zone of its new path) is
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considered when a new path is assigned to the AGV. Secondly, in some cases no deadlock-free
new path is available any more when an AGV finished (un)loading, because limited information
about the next zones of the (un)loading AGV was available. As a result, the considered AGV was
allowed to reserve its next zone. As explained before, this may lead to multi-cycle or inevitable
two-cycle deadlock.

Not all deadlocks that arise under the multi-cycle two-cycle inevitable deadlock avoidance al-
gorithm can be detected, because currently, there is a discrepancy between the deadlock avoid-
ance and deadlock detection algorithm. Namely, the deadlock avoidance algorithm considers more
information than the deadlock detection algorithm. An AGV is only allowed to reserve a zone if
a least one of the possible next zones to reserve can be reserved afterwards without ending up in
a deadlock. To determine this, all possible (next) next zones are considered. If no deadlock-free
next zone to reserve can be found, the AGV is not allowed to reserve its next zone. The deadlock
detection algorithm, however, is terminated when a (next) zone to reserve is unknown, so no cycle
will be detected. So, no cycle and thus no deadlock will be detected.

9.2 Recommendations

As stated before, the performance of the algorithms can be limited when not all KA next zones of
an AGV are known. Therefore, it would be highly recommended to ensure that, for each AGV,
the next KA zones are always known. That means that the path of an AGV should always contain
KA+1 zones. As a result, the restrictive and permissive variant of the algorithm would not longer
be required, so no compromise on either the throughput or the time to deadlock would have to be
made. To overcome this limitation, we suggest the following solutions:

• The layout of the AGV-Sorter system could be designed such that a destination always has
only one successor zone for the next KA zones. We established that for the tested layouts,
KA = 3 would be sufficient. However, this imposes major restrictions to the AGV-Sorter
system layouts, which is not desirable.

• Ensure that the path of each AGV always contains KA zones, by enlarging the path of the
AGV with a path that from the AGV’s destination (i.e., final zone) to a dummy location.

• Ensure that the path of each AGV always contains KA zones, by enlarging the current path
of the AGV with next zones that follow from the deadlock avoidance algorithm. Namely,
an AGV is only allowed to reserve zones close to the final zone of its path, when is can
reserve zones afterwards without ending up in a deadlock. These zones, that are guaranteed
deadlock-free - can be added to the path of the AGV.

For the two latter options, the controller can still assign any new path the to AGV when it has
finished (un)loading, regardless of the extra zones that were assigned to it. When the initial
deadlock-free path procedure is run for this AGV, it will be checked if the new path is deadlock-
free initially. At least one initial deadlock-free path will be found, namely the path that starts
with the zones that were added to the AGV’s path. This may not be the lowest cost path.

The initial deadlock-free path algorithm needs to be improved so that all combinations of the first
KA next zones of an AGV are considered when assigning a new path to the AGV. In this way, it
is ensured that an initial deadlock-free path, if available, will always be found.

All deadlocks that arise under the multi-cycle two-cycle inevitable deadlock avoidance algorithm,
should be detected. This will be the case if the path of an AGV is extended when it is close to its
final zone, so that is always contains KA + 1 zones. When this would not be implemented and the
(next) next zone to reserve can be unknown, however, either the deadlock detection algorithm or
the deadlock avoidance algorithm should be adapted. This can be done as follows:
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• The deadlock detection algorithm could be extended, so that it considers the same amount
of information as the deadlock avoidance algorithm. So, when no dependency is found for an
AGV because its next (next) zone to reserve is unknown, the deadlock detection algorithm
should not be terminated. Instead, all possible (next) next zones are considered. If in all
cases a cycle and subsequently a deadlock is detected, it can be concluded that the current
situation is a deadlock situation as well.

• The deadlock avoidance algorithm could be altered, so that less information is considered,
i.e. the same amount of information as is considered in the deadlock detection algorithm.
So, when a (next) next zone to reserve of a considered AGV is unknown, the reservation
should be allowed. If this results in a deadlock, the deadlock will be detected.

A deadlock affects the system’s throughput negatively. If a deadlock is detected soon after it has
occurred, only few AGVs will have connected to the deadlock. On the other hand, if the deadlock
is detected long after it has occurred, the entire system will have stalled. Therefore, ideally the
deadlock detection interval is small. However, because of its computation time, it cannot be too
small. The best deadlock detection interval could be determined by simulations.

As long as the next KA zones of an AGV are not always known, the restrictive and permissive
variants of the deadlock avoidance algorithms are required. In this case, these variants could be
improved. Simulations show that the restrictive algorithms outperform the permissive algorithms
in terms of time to deadlock. Therefore, it would be interesting to test if making the algorithm
more restrictive would benefit the performance. This could be done by adjusting the following
(parameter) values in the deadlock avoidance algorithm (see Figure 7.4):

• Currently, when the restrictive variant is set (R) and the algorithm checks for immediate
deadlocks (nIDC = 0), the conservative approach is only selected when the first next zone
of a checked AGV is unknown, i.e. when iZTC equals one. It would be interesting to
investigate the performance of the algorithm when the restrictive behaviour is also selected
when the next next zone, or the third next zone to reserve is unknown, etcetera.

• Currently, at most one inevitable avoidance check is performed each time the avoidance
algorithm is called, as tIDC = 1. The algorithm becomes more restrictive if this value is
increased. It is interesting to evaluate if this would benefit the performance of the algorithm.

Furthermore, the restrictive or permissive variants could be selected based on the total number
of empty zones that is encountered in the deadlock avoidance algorithm. If this number is rather
high, the risk for deadlock becomes smaller so perhaps the permissive variant could be selected.
On the other hand, the restrictive algorithms seems more suitable if no empty zone has been
encountered yet. The best settings could be determined by simulations.

To make a fair comparison between the various avoidance algorithms, first a deadlock recovery
algorithm should be implemented, so that the actual throughput can be compared. This would
clarify the influence of the emergence, detection, and resolution of a deadlock on the throughput.
The most straightforward method to recover from deadlocks, will be to re-plan the paths of the
involved AGVs. It is recommended that when the deadlock recovery algorithm is implemented,
simulations are run again to conclude which deadlock avoidance algorithms perform best. It could
also be concluded whether or not the compromise on the throughput outweighs the compromise
on the time to deadlock, so whether the restrictive or the permissive variant performs best.

Although in the simulation model of Vanderlande the deadlock detection and avoidance algorithms
are executed by a central controller that knows of the paths and reserved zones for all AGVs, the
algorithm could also be implemented in a decentralized system where the AGVs communicate
this AGV-specific information with each other. Then a token is needed so that only one AGV
is allowed to reserve a zone at the time, since otherwise delays could cause discrepancies in the
system.
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Further recommendations are:

• The simulations could be improved by running longer simulations so that better conclu-
sions can be drawn about the performance in terms of time to deadlock of the KAC + I2C
algorithm, as currently the time to deadlock often exceeds the simulation end time. Fur-
thermore, the number of samples for which the simulations are run should be increased to
obtain more reliable results.

• Currently, because no deadlock recovery algorithm is implemented, the corrected throughput
is calculated by setting the same end time for each run, which corresponds to the minimum
time to deadlock of all tested deadlock avoidance algorithms for that run. It would be better
to set the minimum end time for about 50 seconds less, so that the influence of deadlocks is
excluded completely.

• For each layout, the optimum AGV density to obtain the highest throughput should be
determined; this might not be 20 %.

• The number of zones that may be claimed by an AGV (currently set to 3), could be tuned
by running multiple simulations.

• The type of deadlock that is detected could be outputted by the detection algorithm, so that
visual observation of the end situation of a simulations is not required to determine which
type of deadlock has occurred. This will save a lot of time.

• A sensitivity analysis could be performed, to evaluate the robustness of the deadlock avoid-
ance algorithm. For example, how the algorithm copes with delays, lost messages, broken
AGVs, etcetera.
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Appendix A

Unit Tests

To verify if the deadlock avoidance algorithms are implemented correctly, unit tests have been de-
vised. The unit tests verify if the algorithms avoid what they are intended to avoid. Both deadlock
tests and maximally permissiveness tests have been designed. In the deadlock tests a deadlock
arises if the considered AGV is allowed to reserve its next zone. Therefore, the AGV should not
be allowed to do so. In the maximally permissiveness tests, it is the other way around. The AGV
should be allowed to reserve its next zone as no deadlock should be predicted. This Appendix
first describes the deadlock tests. Then the maximally permissiveness tests are explained.

A.1 Deadlock Tests

Figure A.1 to A.8 depict the initial situations of Deadlock Test 1 to 8. The AGV with priority
is the red encircled AGV, whose path is shown. All other AGVs are assumed to drive straight
ahead, except for the non-prioritized AGVs that are encircled in blue, whose paths are shown as
well. In these test scenarios, the AGV with priority tries to reserve the next zone(s) of its path
first. However, this should not be allowed as this would result in a deadlock. The AGV should
get the status ‘waiting’ (dark green), and some other AGVs with lower priority can get the status
‘moving’ (light green) if the deadlock is avoided.

In Deadlock Test 1, reserving the next zone would result in the single-cycle deadlock depicted in
Figure 4.1a.

Figure A.1: Deadlock Test 1: Mono-cycle deadlock.
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In Deadlock Test 2 and 3, the two-cycle deadlock depicted in Figure 5.1a would arise if the
reservation would be allowed. The difference between the two tests is that in Figure A.2 the
next zone to reserve in empty, whereas in Figure A.3 the next zone to reserve is occupied. If the
reservation in Deadlock Test 4 would be allowed, the two-cycle deadlock shown in Figure 5.3a
would be obtained. Here the AGVs in front of the empty zone want to turn instead of drive
straight.

Figure A.2: Deadlock Test 2:
Two-cycle deadlock (A).

Figure A.3: Deadlock Test 3:
Two-cycle deadlock (B).

(a) The encircled AGV has priority. (b) The encircled AGV wants to turn
left instead of drive straight.

Figure A.4: Deadlock Test 4: Two-cycle deadlock (C).

Figure A.5: Deadlock Test 5:
Three-cycle deadlock.

Figure A.6: Deadlock Test 6:
Four-cycle deadlock.
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In Deadlock Test 5, a variant of the three-cycle deadlock depicted in Figure 5.2a would arise if
the reservation would be allowed. If the AGV with priority is allowed to reserve its next zone
in Deadlock Test 6, a variant of the three-cycle deadlock depicted in Figure 5.2b would arise. In
Deadlock Test 7 and 8 reserving the next zone would not immediately result in a deadlock if the
reservation would be allowed. Only a few steps later a the two-cycle deadlock as depicted in Figure
5.1a would arise.

(a) The encircled AGV has priority. (b) The encircled AGV wants to turn
instead of drive straight.

Figure A.7: Deadlock Test 7: Inevitable two-cycle deadlock (A).

(a) The encircled AGV has priority. (b) The encircled AGV wants to turn
instead of drive straight.

Figure A.8: Deadlock Test 8: Inevitable two-cycle deadlock (B).

A.2 Permissiveness Tests

Figure A.9 to A.14 depict the initial situations of Permissiveness Test 1 to 6. Again, the AGV
with priority is the red encircled AGV, whose path is shown. All other AGVs are assumed to
drive straight ahead, except for the non-prioritized AGVs that are encircled in blue, whose paths
are shown as well. In these test scenarios, the AGV with priority should be allowed to reserve its
next zone as this would not result in a deadlock situation. The AGV should get the status moving
(light green).
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Figure A.9: Permissiveness Test 1:
No two-cycle deadlock (A).

Figure A.10: Permissiveness Test 2:
No two-cycle deadlock (B).

(a) The encircled AGV has priority. (b) The encircled AGV wants to turn
instead of drive straight.

Figure A.11: Permissiveness Test 3: No two-cycle dedlock (C).

(a) The encircled AGV has priority. (b) The encircled AGV wants to turn
instead of drive straight.

Figure A.12: Permissiveness Test 4: Cycle with one empty zone, excluding the considered AGV,
is detected.
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Figure A.13: Permissiveness Test 5:
Cycle with one empty zone, including
the considered AGV, is detected.

Figure A.14: Permissiveness Test 6:
Two AGVs want to reserve the same
drop-off location.
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Simulation results for FLEET

The FLEET layout ‘Fleet Final Sort Medium Layout1’ is simulated for the AGV density 20 %.
The simulation end time was set to eight hours, and twenty samples were taken. The tested
algorithms are the default algorithm of Vanderlande (VI), and the mono-cycle (1C), the three-
cycle (3C), and the three-cycle inevitable two-cycle (3C + I2C) deadlock avoidance algorithms.
For all algorithms, including algorithm VI, the ‘initial deadlock free path’ procedure is enabled.
Because in none of the simulations deadlock has occurred, the time to deadlock is not shown.
Furthermore, the performance of the four deadlock avoidance algorithms appears to be exactly
the same. This can be explained because the deadlock algorithms most likely have not prohibited
reservations.

Figure B.1: Effect of the deadlock avoidance algorithms on the throughput for the layout FLEET.
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